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A Study of the Processes Resulting
from the Use of Alkaline Seed in
Natural Gas-Fired MHD Facilities

M. A. Styrikovich, I. L. Mostinskii

Various ways of ionizing seed injection and recovery, applicable to open-

cycle magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power generation facilities, operating on

sulfur-free gaseous fossil fuel, are discussed and experimentally verified.

The physical and chemical changes of the seed and the heat and mass trans-

fer processes resulting from seed application are investigated using the U-02

experimental MHD facility and laboratory test facilities.

Engineering methods for calculating the processes of seed droplet vapori-

zation, condensation and the precipitation of submicron particles of I^CO^ on

the heat exchange surface are also included.
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Introduction

The rapid development of industry throughout the world, including the

Soviet Union, requires an even more rapid development of power generation.

Consequently, the world electric power output has more than doubled in the last

ten years [1], Today we are using the energy of the rivers and the atom, of

the sun and the wind, of tidal waves and geothermal waters ; however, the

main source of energy (more than 70%) is fossil fuel: coal, oil, gas. In

spite of the vigorous development of nuclear power, fossil fuels will remain

predominant at least until the end of the 20th century.

In the meantime, the efficiency of fuel utilization leaves much to be

desired: the efficiency of small electric power stations is at times no

more than 20%, and even in modern large co-generation power plants with millions

of kilowatts output, the enthalpy extraction is, at best, some 40%.

If one considers that many industrially developed regions lack own fuel

sources or have limited fuel recovery, and that fuel must be transported from

afar, the problem of raising power plant efficiency becomes quire urgent. This

is precisely the situation in the European part of the Soviet Union.

There, fuel for power generation, such as coal, oil and natural gas

has to be transported by railway or by pipeline over distances of thousands of

kilometers.

Under these conditions a large economic benefit for electric power genera-

tion can be expected from the use of magnetohydrodynamic generators. Technico-

economic calculations [2, 3J have shown that power plants with MHD generators

(MHDPS's) will, in the neer future, have efficiencies on the 50% level versus

the maximum 40-42% for steam power plants. The significant advantage of the MHD
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power plant is its load-following capability - the MHD start-up generator

requires only a few minutes.

Economical operation of an MHD generator requires low temperature plasma,

i.e., products of fuel combustion having an electrical conductivity of

10 - 100 ohm" • m" . However, their inherent thermal ionization, even at

temperatures as high as 3500-4000 K, is very low, and for the practical

application of the MHD method one must raise the conductivity by 2-3 orders

of magnitude. At the present time this is achieved by the addition of easily

ionized substances — heavy alkaline metals. Table I gives values for the

ionization potentials of alkaline and alkaline earth metals [4], as well as

of other elements contained in the fossil fuel combustion products. As can

be seen from the table, the ionization potentials of the alkaline metals are

significantly lower than those of the combustion product components. Cesium

appears to be the best substance for the production of an electrically con-

ductive plasma; however, when selecting the seed material for the MHD power

generators, it is necessary to consider the distribution of the element in

nature, the cost of its production, and the production scale at present and in

the future. Cesium does not meet these requirements; it is rare, the deposits

of it are small, its production is very limited, and the cost is high. There-

fore, the loss of even 0.2% of the injected* cesium will obliterate all the

advantage gained by the use of MHD generators.

Rubidium is completely unpromising for power generation: it is expensive,

scarce, and its ionization potential differs little from that of potassium.

Therefore, the use of potassium as the ionizing seed in the open-cycle

MHD generators is the most realistic solution. The natural reserves of this

* For a 3 million kW MHD power plant this is about one thousand ton:
per year.
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element are quite large, and the common use of potassium and its salts in

industry has led to the development of its production. The cheapest and most

common potassium salts are its chloride KC1 and sulfate K^SCL, which occur

in the natural state, and its carbonate K^COo. which is produced either from

the two natural salts or sodium - potassium solutions in the production of

aluminum from nephelines [5]. There are also other methods of producing

K2C03.

It would seem that the large natural deposits of KC1 would make this

substar.ee the most promising for direct use in MHD power plants, since no

processing is required after its recovery except for mechanical cleaning or

beneficiation. However, the chlorine content of KC1 makes its use imprac-

ticable. The reaction of chlorine ions with the stainless steel, the main

construction material of the MHD channel and the downstream components of

the power plant, leads to an increased brittleness and cracking in the metal

L6], while deposits of potassium chloride increase high-temperature corrosion

[7].

The main stubstance used as an ionizing seed in MHD units operating

with the combustion products of a sulfur-free fuel is potassium carbonate. As

will be shown below9 the potassium will circulate in the loops of these units

in just this form, regardless of the composition initially introduced.

When an MHD generator is operated with the combustion products of a

sulfur-containing fuel, KgSO^ with a small amount of K^CO^ will circulate in

the circuit, and the seed selection will be made depending on the need to

neutralize the sulfur. In that case K^COg or KOH would be used, otherwise the

seed would be KgSO^.

The ionizing seed is injected upstream of the MHD generator and by the

time it enters the MHD channel it must be well mixed with the working gas,
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dissociated and ionized. It is difficult to ensure these conditions. On

the one hand, in order to reduce heat losses in the combustion chamber, the

process of combustion must be accelerated by increasing the furnace volume

utilization. On the other hand, in order to achieve maximum seed ionization,

it is necessary either to increase the ionization time or to create conditions

that would help to accelerate the ionization. A reduction in the size of the

injected particles to the order of tens of microns will contribute to

the latter; this^is in itself a difficult task. All this is made even more
\

difficult by the rteed to inject this finely pulverized seed in amounts of

several dozen tons\per hour.

The amount of the injected seed material will be about 2 wt % of the

combustion products flow rate. To mix such a small quantity of seed with the
• \

\

gas flow in several ndlliseconds is a task requiring special attention on

the part of the MHD cqmbustor designers. The complex thermal and aerodynamic

circumstances reduce tl?ie accuracy of vaporization, ionization and mixing

processes and calculations and require special experiments.

When the state of thermodynamic equilibrium is achieved, the seed in

the combustion products circulating through the MHD channel is primarily in

the state of potassium vapors and potassium hydroxide [8, 9]. The presence

of relatively cool surfaces in the channel (cooled insulating walls and "cold"

electrodes) leads to condensation of KOH vapor, and to the formation on these

surfaces of seed deposits, which has a significant effect on the operation of

the MHD generator and of the heat exchange equipment located downstream.

Deposits on pipes not only impair heat transfer, but also block the gas

passages, increasing the hydraulic resistance in the gas loop. The effective-

ness of the methods used to remove seed deposits off the pipes without component

shut-down depends on the physical-chemical properties of the deposits.
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Th» reaction of the seed with the metal of the pipes is of great

practical interest. Based on thermodynamic considerations one should assume

that KOH vapors will condense on the pipe surfaces. It is known [10] that

in an alkaline environment, thermally stressed austenite steel is subject to

transcrystalline corrosion leading to the propagation of cracks penetrating

through the steel. How will a KOH melt affect the strength of the metal?

Will it be necessary to abandon the use of austenite steel? Only research

can give an answer to these questions.

An important task is the adequate (both from the standpoint of economics

and of health standards) recovery of ionizing seed from the exhaust. This

is difficult because of the highly dispersed state of the dust: the seed in

an MHD power plant is a condensation product with particle sizes on the order

of 0.1 w • Equipment operating on the inertial principle (cyclones, multi-

cyclones, etc.) is totally unsuited for trapping such fine particles, and

the effectiveness of electro-static precipitators requires experimental

verification.

The recovered seed must be returned to the cycle. However, its state

in the recovery system differs from its initial state at the time of injection

into the combustion chamber. The presence of ceramic surfaces in the gas

loop of the MHDG, for example in the Cowpers, causes the gases to become

contaminated with ceramic dust, which is trapped together with the seed. The

seed is also contaminated with products of metal corrosion. Moreover, there

are differences in the chemical compositions of the injected and recovered

seed. All these diviations are magnified as the seed circulates in the loop,

and the recovered seed may prove unsuitable for further use. In order to avoid

this, a special system for seed, regeneration must be designed into the MHD
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power plants, and in order to design it, the chemical composition and basic

impurities of the recovered seed must be known.

At the present time, the most advanced MHD research deals with generators

operating with the combustion products of natural gas. In 1964 the U-02

facility with an open-cycle MHD generator, which included all the basic

elements of future MHD power plants began operation in Moscow [11]. Ten years

of research carried out at this facility have helped to identify and study

specific physical-chemical processes and to remove many of the technological

obstacles to the creation of the MHD facilities. In parallel with the tests

at the U-02, experiments and theoretical research were being performed at the

Mass Transfer Section of the Institute for High Temperatures, U.S.S.R. Academy

of Sciences. This approach provided a fairly clear picture of the ionizing

seed behavior in an open-cycle MHD generator operating with the combustion

products of sulfur-free gaseous fuel, and made it possible to make some

recommendations concerning injection recovery and regeneration methods.*

Chapter I

Injection of Ionizing Seed

1. The seed material, its properties and basic methods for injecting it into
the cycle.

The natural gas used as fuel for MHD power plants contains more than

90% saturated hydrocarbons and small amounts of CO, and nitrogen, but, in

contrast to coal and fuel oil, it does not contain sulfur. When it is combusted

in atmospheric or oxygen-enriched air, the gases produced contain COp, HpO,

N2 and CO or O2. With the high temperatures typical of MHD generators (on the

* A list of articles presenting this material during the succeeding stages
of research from 1967 to 1975 is contained in the Appendix.
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order of 3000 K) certain of these substances dissociate, forming H2, Op, 0

and NO, as well as the OH", H and 0 ions, which exist only in this tempera-

ture range. Thermodynamic calculations of composition of the combustion products

obtained during the combustion of such gaseous fuel have been made both in

the U.S.S.R. [8] and abroad [9], and the results are quite similar. Figure 1

is an example of the composition of the products of methane combustion in

atmospheric air at high temperatures [8]. Any compound of potassium injected

into the combustion chamber melts, evaporates, dissociates and the resultant

atomic potassium is partially ionized. At the same time new potassium compounds,

more stable under these conditions, are formed.

In an environment containing H20, and especially 0H~ ions, potassium

hydroxide is such a compound. However, at lower temperatures the hydroxide

cannot exist in contact with carbon dioxide : a reaction occurs between tham

and potassium carbonate is formed.

Thus, the seed recovered from the MHD cycle is primarily potassium

carbonate{K2C03
Ni and, partially, as will be shown below, as potassium bicarbonate

(KHCOg). Ionizing seed should be injected as K^CO^.

Potassium carbonate in pure form is a white crystalline powder that does

not flow freely, is very hygroscopic and is readily soluble in water: at

*"= 20°C its solubility is 110 a K2C03 per 100 g H20 and at t- = ioo°C it is

155 g [12].

The density of solid «2C03 at 20°C is about 2400 kg/m
3, while the bulk

density of its powder varies over wide limits: from 1500 kg/m for caked moist

K2CO3 to 200-300 kg/m
3 for dry, loose powder.

The melting point of K,CO, according to [13] is 901°C. At temperatures

above 700°C potassium carbonate begins to break down into K20 and C02.

Reference [13] gives data on a change in the pressures of C02 (formed because
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of dissociation of K2CO3) and of K2CO3 vapor above the melt. The heat of

vaporization of K2CO3 from melt was calculated on the basis of these data:

^K CO = ] 7 6° - 16 k J / k9- The neat of fusion is 200 ± 3 kJ/kg. Values for

the heat capacity and change of enthalpy at temperatures to 1250 K are given

in the JANAF tables [14].

To step up seed ionization, dry potassium carbonate must be injected

into the combustion chamber as a finely dispersed powder with particle size

on the order of tens of microns. However, it is difficult to do this because

of the high hygroscopicity of I^CO,, its poorly flowing texture and its tendency

to cake and form rat holes even in dry form. Specifically, attempts made at

the U-02 facility to inject dry potassium carbonate did not have favorable

results. The attempt made by Gadda [15] was practically speaking also unsuccess-

ful: the system proposed by him provided for a more or less reliable feed of

technical-grade potassium carbonate powder having particles from 150 to 400 y,

i.e., rather large.

The task of injecting the seed becomes substantially simpler when a Î CO-j

solution is used, since the technology of transporting the liquid through pipes,

metering and spraying it is well developed. At the same time the use of a

JUCO, solution relaxes the specifications for the conditions for preparation

and, especially, for the storage of ready-to-use seed.

Potassium carbonate is not soluble in organic liquids, including petroleum

and its products, but water, as has already been mentioned, is an excellent

solvent for KpCO,: even at room temperature a solution of 50% concentration can

be produced. The use of an aqueous solution significantly simplifies the task

of designing a closed cycle for the ionizing seed at the MHD power plant, and

facilitates its recovery from the loop and its transportation and regeneration.
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The injection of potassium carbonate as a 50% aqueous solution has been

tested in experiments on MHD generators operating on gaseous fuel, for example

[16, 17]. In operations with liquid fuel, alcohol solutions of KOH as well

as organic compounds of potassium are often used, but for an MHD power plant

this method is not promising.

2. The optimum concentration for the ionizing seed

The operating efficiency of a power-producing MHD generator is directly

dependent on the electrical conductivity of the working gas. The ionizing

seed increases this conductivity, basically by increasing the number of free

electrons. Low mobility ions play a small role in the transfer of charges.

However, the seed injection is accompanied by an increase in the effective

electron capture cross section and a reduction of the gas temperature, arid,

when an aqueous solution of K2CO3 is used, by an increase in the concentration,

which actively absorb electrons. The existence of these contradictory factors

leads to the existence of a maximum of electrical conductivity for any given

seed concentration. This concentration will be optimal, if the electrical

conductivity of the gases of the MHD channel entrance is taken as the optimi-

zation criterion. A calculation has been made of the optimum ionizing seed

concentration injected into the combustion products of natural gas in the form

of dry powdered KgCOg and as 50% or 67% aqueous K2CO3 solutions. The problem

was set up as follows: the ionizing seed is added to the combustion products

of natural gas (for the sake of precision pure methane in air with a given

oxygen level was assumed) with the initial temperature and pressure of the

combustion products being TQ and PQ. The pressure does not change with the

seed injection, while the temperature drops significantly and then stabilizes

at a certain temperature level. The calculation also takes into account
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certain changes in the chemical composition of the combustion products caused

by seed injection. The electrical conductivity was computed for these new

conditions. Such calculations were made for the following range of main

parameters:

Combustion temperature TQ (before seed injection), K 2400-3200
Pressure PQ, bar 1-10

Mass fraction* :

Oxygen in oxidizer, x 0 0.21-0.5

Potassium in combustion products,jc K 0.002-0.5

Amount of water in solution, Cu „, kg

H20/kg K2CO3 0-1

Air excess coefficient, c?C 1

The data produced are presented in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 as dependences

of < £ « / (*.K) for assigned value of PQ, X ^ and ^ ^ A1] the curves

have a clear maximum. For low seed levels (X. y < 0.002) such effects of

injection as the reduction of temperature and the increase in the electron

capture cross section, are not great, and the electrical conductivity is

practically speaking independent of the initial seed form. Therefore, the

curves corresponding to K^CO, injected in dry form and as aqueous solutions

are similar.

An increase in the seed concentration begins to affect the temperature,

and curves 2 and 3, which correspond to 67% and 50% K^COg solutions, decline.

The lower the seed concentration in the solution the more pronounced is this

effect and the earlier is the fe maximum reached. When the 50% solution

(CH 0 = 1) is used with JC p
 = 0-21 and P = 1 bar (Figure 2), the maximum

conductivity in the region of low temperatures (TQ = 2400 K) is reached for

a molar concentrator x K = 0.006. The use of a more concentrated solution
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shifts the maximum toward greater % K and when C^ Q = 0.5, the maximum

conductivity corresponds to oC £ P = 0.009.

When dry K2CO3 is injected, the temperature reduction is relatively

small, and the (o - f (£./) curve is conspicuously affected by the increase

in electron capture cross section. The maxiiiium is less pronounced and at

the same temperatures is approximately 0.015.

With an increase in the initial temperature the optimum potassium

concentration increases: when C,, « = 0.05 and P = 1 bar an increase of TQ

from 2400 to 3200 K leads to a two-fold increase x °,pl from 0.006 to 0.013.

These changes are represented in Figures 2-5 by the almost equidistant dot-

dash lines "a-a," "b-b" and "c-c," connecting the maximum values of ^ for

different TQ, but for identical seed injection methods.

Figures 2-5 each show graphs of 6 = r (•*<) f° r 1« 3 and 10 bar. It is

clear that the value of X ^ has a weak dependence on the pressure, though

^ m,« changes greatly. For a tenfold change in pressure the value ofmax

<̂> „=,„ changes threefold for Tn = 3200 K and almost sevenfold for Jn = 2600 K,

while the corresponding^^ changes only 15-25%.

When oxygen-enriched air is used, the amount of "passive" nitrogen

decreases and the proportion of dissociating FLO and COp increases. On the

one hand, this leads to increased effective heat capacity of the combustion

products and, consequently, to a decreased reduction of their temperature

when the seed is injected; on the other hand, it leads to an increase in the

effective collision cross section and to an intensified capture of electrons

by the OH" ions. This last effect is strongly felt for smallxu 0 (the

combustion products of coal, coke and to lesser degree, fuel oil). When

natural gas is combusted, even in atmospheric air (OCQ = 0.21) the VLO level

in the combustion products is sufficiently high, causing a noticeable reduc-
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tion of this effect. Therefore, for low seed concentrations there is

practically no difference between the use of atmospheric air (cf. Figure 2)

and oxygen-enriched air (Figures 3-5). With an increase in Xv tne tempera-

ture reduction begins to play an increasing role, but this, as was mentioned

above, decreases with air oxygen enrichment. Therefore, the <s =f (JC K)

curves in Figures 3-5 are flatter than in Figure 2, with the d> maximums

shifted to the right. Thus, for a 67% K~C03 solution and an oxygen enrichment

to 50% at P = 1 bar and TQ = 2600 K (Figure 5), the optimum x» value is

0.0M, while without enrichment (cf. Figure 2) it is significantly lower,

0.010. The dependence ofjf^ on temperature remains as before even when

oxygen-enriched air is used: increasing TQ from 2400 to 3200 K when

xn - 0.5, also leads to a doubling of# 3 •

If dry KpCOg is added, the curves of 6 =f (£ K) are even more

flattened with an increase in x. n , and their maximums shift to
U2

X j. = 0.025-0.030. Therefore, depending on the conditions in the combustion

chamber and the seed injection method the optimum seed concentration changes

almost fivefold. It should be noted, however, that the maximum becomes

flattened with a reduction in C,, n, thus making it possible to reduce the

X. °,P value in practical application, without a significant © reduction.

Thus, for oc o
 = °-21 and To = 3200 K (Fi9ure 2)> if tne amount of seed

injected as dry I^CO, is reduced to one half of Je£p , <£is then reduced by

only 7%. An increase in the degree of oxygen enrichment also fails to alter

the picture.

These calculations give a general idea of the optimum seed requirements.

A more rigorous optimization of the seed consumption should involve technico-

economic criteria, that take into account the capital and operating costs for

all the components of an integrated facility with MHD generators.
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3. Higi-i-concentration aqueous solutions of potassium carbonate

The great technological advantages of injecting a K?CO, solution compared

to injecting this same substance as a fine powder make it imperative to search

for ways of reducing the thermodynamic imperfections of the first method. The

main direction of research is obvious -- to raise the concentration of the

solution (Figure 6) and, if possible, the enthalpy. The solubility of potassium

carbonate at temperatures below 100°C has been studied by many investigators.

An analysis of the available experimental data was made and the "most probable

values" were given in [12] (broken curves in Figure 6). Studies of the

solubility of KpCO^ at higher temperatures have shown that it is possible to

produce very concentrated solutions (75-80 wt %).

A study made jointly with IONKh [Institute of General and Inorganic

Chemistry], U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences, was devoted to investigation of phase

equilibria in the system KgCOg-^O at high parameters [18]. The experiments

were performed in a thick-walled 43 cm autoclave made of corrosion resistant

Khl8N25S type steel. Since under these conditions there was no possiblity

of visuallly observing the moment of solid phase precipitation, the investiga-

tors used the vapor pressure above the solution at constant temperature as an

indicator: for nonsaturated solutions the vapor pressure fell with an increase

in the amount of salt, while for saturated solutions it remained constant. The

vapor pressure above nonsaturated and saturated solutions was measured the

temperatures range from 250 to 450°C, with solution concentrations up to 80%

by weight. The main experimental results of the study are given in Table II.

Representation of these data in a "pressure-composition" diagram (Figure 7)

allows the parameters of the saturated solution to be found by the discontinuity

of the isotherms (Table III).
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It is known that for pure substances the dependence of the saturated

vapor pressure on temperature can be properly described by an expression of

the type

where Ps and Tg are the pressure (bar) and absolute temperature (K) of the

boiling liquid and A and B are constants.

In a semi logarithmic coordinate system (log P vs 1/T) equation (1) is

represented by a straight line. A similar representation of the data obtained

(Figure 8) showed that solutions of constant concentration can also be viewed

as definite substances, an approach that will have to be used.

The linearity of the dependence lg P = f (1/T) for isoconcentration

conditions allowed it to be extrapolated to a temperature of 500°C and to

find the vapor pressure above unsaturated boiling solutions corresponding to

this temperature (broken lines on Figure 7).

An analysis of the data obtained shows that the pressure above the boiling

K9CO, solutions, especially for high concentrations, is substantially lower

than the pressure of the saturated steam of pure water at the same temperature.

The high temperature depression of solutions, accompanying the good solubility

of K2C03, made it impossible to achieve a critical state even at 450°C. Clear

separation of the liquid and vapor phases for high-concentration K,CO, solutions

extends to a temperature region exceeding the critical temperature of the solvent

by hundreds of degrees. This phenomenon is characteristic of salts with a

positive solubility coefficient.

The results of a study of the degree of KgCOg hydrolysis at high tempera-

tures presents much practical interest. Even though these data are quite

tentative, they should be considered. Measurements of amount of carbon dioxide
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released during vaporization showed that at temperatures below 450°C no

discernable hydrolysis o? ICCOo occurs; at temperatures of 500 and 550°C

tha concentration of hydrolysis product, KOH, is a fraction of a percent,

while at 600°C it reaches 1%. The indicated amounts of potassium hydroxide

formed are not maximum: with separation of the vapor (and with it C02)

hydrolysis continues and KOH accumulates in the solution. The highly corrosive

action of this component upon construction materials, including stainless

steels of the austenite type, requires attention to the rate of hydrolysis.

Of course, this problem exists' only at temperatures above 400°C.

The data cited gives a fairly complete picture of the parameters and

phase equilibria in the system KpCOg-FLO. In processing the study results,

the density of the vapor phase was assumed to be equal to the density of pure

superheated water vapor inasmuch as the solubility of KoCO, 1n the vapor, if

it exists, would not significantly change its thermal and physical properties.

The specific volume of the liquid phase can differ from the specific

volume of the solvent. Unfortunately, experimental measurements of this value

were not made in [18]. However, a quantitative estimate of the specific

volumes of high-concentration KoCCU solutions at high temperatures and pressures

can be made from the data of [19] and [20].

Measurements were made in [19] of the specific volumes of boiling aqueous

K«COg solutions having moderate concentrations (up to 30 wt %) at temperatures

from 25 to 340°C; in [20] the density of more concentrated solutions (up to

about 65 wt %) was measured, but at relatively low temperatures (20-135°C).

A relationship mentioned by many investigators makes it possible to extrapolate

with fair accuracy these measurements of the specific volumes into the region

of high concentrations and high temperatures and pressures: the temperature

dependent curves of the solution density for various substances are almost
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equidistant from the corresponding curve for the solvent, i.e.,

jo -joe +B, (2)

where P and PQ are the density of the solution and the solvent, respectively,

and B ib a value which depends on the properties of the solvent and the dis-

solved substance, the concentration and, to a much lesser degree, on the

temperature.

The dependence of the B value on the solution concentration is almost

linear and generally is well described by the expression

(2a)
3 - (a *Sc)C (SC «aj,

where a and b are constant values for a given substance, and c is the weight

concentration of the solution.

All this is clearly confirmed by the data of [21], which was produced

in experiments with aqueous solutions of KC1 (Figure 9). In the moderate

temperature range (to 250°C) the saturation curve for water and the isoconcen-

tration curves for KC1 solutions are practically equidistant. With an increase

in temperature the density of boiling water declines sharply, while the decrease

in density of the KC1 solutions (particularly at 10-20% concentrations) pro-

gresses significantly slower. This is understandable, if one considers that

the critical states for these solutions lie far to the right, by 100 degrees

and more.

The dependence of the density on temperature and concentration for aqueous

KgCO-j solutions (Figure 10) was constructed on the basis of the diagram

(cf. Figure 9). Isoconcentration curves for 10, 20 and 30% were constructed

by interpolation of the data of [19] and the beginning of isoconcentration

curves for 40, 50 and 60% were based on the data of [20]. In extrapolating
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the isoconcentration curves into the high temperature region (broken lines)

dependences (2) and (2a) were used, with the constants being based on available

data. The 70% isoconcentration curve was constructed in the same way. From

above, the diagram is limited by the line of saturated solutions, constructed

according to the t -C diagram (cf. Figure 7). Despite this relatively rough

method for estimating the density of a boiling solution of KgCOg in the high-

temperature region, the accuracy of the jo value is estimated to be, in the

worst case, ± 10%.

The existence of the P-t-C diagram for K2C03 solutions (cf. Figure 8) as

well as the density data made it possible to calculate the differential heat

of water evaporation from solution, using the Clapeyron equation:

(3)

where r is the heat of liquid vaporization, kJ/kg; Tg is the temperature, K;

P is the pressure of vapor in equilibrium with the liquid at this temperature

bar; V and V" are the specific volumes of boiling liquid and vapor in equili-

brium with it, m /kg.

A solution of given concentration was viewed as a substance for which the

temperature dependence of the vapor pressure, when the vapor is in equilibrium

with the liquid phase, is expressed by an equation of the type

where A and B are empirical constants.

3?'**••?-
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Substituting expression (4) into expression (3) and making the proper trans

positions, we obtain

Z « X,J01ff "*• -—-(if-H (5)

The differential heat of water vaporization from K^COg solutions was

calculated by equation (5) over a wide range of basic parameters: temperature

100-450°C, pressure 1-200 bar, concentration 30-80 wt %. The values of B,

V and V" needed for the calculations were found in the following manner: from

the data of Figures 1-20 [sic] values of B were found. The data of Figure 10

was used to determine the specific volume of liquid phase V , and the value

of V" was determined as the specific volume of superheated water vapor at given

values of P and T. The results of the calculations are given in Table III.

The error in the determination of r ranges from •*_ 1% for low-concentration

solutions to +_ 2% for high-concentration solutions.

As can be seen from the table, the water evaporation heat rises with an

increase in the solution concentration. Similar data were obtained for aqueous

solutions of sodium and potassium hydroxides. This is due to a reduction in the

thermal vibration of the water molecules in the strong electrostatic ion

field when the electrolyte solution concentration is increased [22, 23].

Thus, in principle the possibility of producing high-concentration aqueous

solutions of potassium carbonate has been demonstrated and the parameters of

these solutions at boiling have been determined; the specific volumes of these

solutions have been estimated and the differential heat of water evaporation

from I^COg solutions has been calculated.
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4. The technology for producing high-concentration aqueous solutions of
potassium carbonate at an MHD power plant.

Analysis of operation and design principles of ordinary evaporation

equipment demonstrates its lack of potential for the production of high-con-

centration K2CO3 solutions in power plants with MHD generators.

First of all, almost all standard evaporation facilities are designed

to use steam as the heating agent. Meanwhile* the boiling point of a 75%

Kr,C0o solution at a pressure of 100 bar is 400cC, i.e., it will be necessary

to either use steam at supercritical parameters or to use greatly superheated

steam at a low coefficient of utilization. Both are economically unsound.

For high seed flow rates (tens and hundreds of tons per hour), the

evaporation facilities must provide evaporation of approximately the same

amount of water, and, furthermore, at high pressure. Under these conditions

evaporation units of the ordinary type will be very cumbersome and will require

great quantities of metal.

For power plants with MHD generators the only economically and techno-

logically justifiable evaporation equipment will be that which has been

designed to fit into the thermal system of the power plant Clearly, in

developing design concepts for the production o.f high-concentration K2CO3

solutions, the extensive experience accumulated in the U.S.S.R. and abroad

in the design and operation of steam generators for combined heat and power

plants should be taken into account. Thus, it seems feasible to evaporate

the aqueous Î CO-j solutions in a once-through steam generation loop with a

separator. The steam generating tubes can be located in the gas duct down-

stream of the MHD channel, in the zone where the temperature of the combustion

products is 1100-1200 K. A purified 40% K2CO3 solution is pumped into these

tubes by a high pressure pump from the seed regeneration system and evaporated
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till it reaches the desired concentration. In the separator, it is separated

from the steam and injected into the combustion chamber of the MHD generator

through nozzles. The high-temperature, high-pressure steam produced should

be utilized in the steam cycle.

The advantage of this once-through evaporation unit is that it is compact

and can produce high-concentration solutions of K2C0g. However, a number of

problems must be solved before the proposed system can be built. First of

all, data are needed on the temperature conditions of the steam-generating

tubes, where the highly concentrated I^CO, solution circulates and boils. It

is necessary to know whether it is possible to ensure operation without deposit

buildup and under what conditions; the boundaries of this operating mode and

the intensity of appropriate heat transfer must be determined; the corrosion

resistance of the steam-generating tubes must be determined. The use of

secondary steam in the steam cycle requires data on its purity, i.e., on the

amount of mechanical entrainment of liquid in the process of separating the

steam from the I^COg solution and the solubility of I^CO, (and of its hydro-

lysis product KOH) in the generated steam. No direct answer to these questions

was found in the literature, but indirect data give hope for a favorable solution

to the problem. A special study of these matters was made at IVTAN [Institute

for High Temperatures, U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences]. The experiments were

performed on an experimental test facility, shown in the diagram in Figure 11.

An aqueous solution of potassium carbonate from 10 to 50% in concentration

was pumped (ND-25 piston pump [3]) from supply tank (1) through a Nitron

[polyacrylonitrile] filter (2) into buffer tank (4), which served to smooth

out the pulsations in the liquid flow arising because of the piston pump action.

From the buffer tank via a second nitron filter (5) the solution entered the

experimental section (6), which consisted of two sequentially connected hori-
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zontal tubes 10 x 2 mm made from steel !Khl8N10T. Each tube was 1200 mm

long (between the current busses). The tubes were directly heated by inherent

ohmic resistanca to a low-voltage alternating current supplied from two

OSU-20/05 transformers. The current was regulated by voltage regulators

RNO-250-10. Each tube has a separated transformer and regulator. The elec-

trical circuit was decoupled using an insulating insert (7) made of fluoro-

plastic* mounted on the cold solution entrance side. The circuit was grounded

on the hot solution side.

The vapor-liquid mixture formed in the experimental section entered the

separator (8) via a tangentially mounted tube. Here the vapor and liquid

phases were separated. An MEI-system level gauge was installed on the separator

in order-to monitor the solution level. The solution was transferred to the

spray nozzle through an opening near the bottom of the separator, and the vapor

from the upper part of the separator, via an opening in the cover, entered

first a steam superheater (9) and then the steam jacket (10), heating the line

containing the highly concentrated solution and, finally, it entered condenser

(11). The single-tube condenser was cooled with tap water flow.

The solution was sprayed into the atmospheric tank (12) through conical

nozzles.

The separator, steam heater and steam jacket were equipped with ; ichrome

electrical heaters and were heat-insulated.

All parts of the unit were made from Khl8N10T steel.

Aqueous solutions of potassium carbonate prepared from "analytically

pure" salt and distilled water were used in the experiments. The solutions

produced were analyzed for total alkalinity (titration with 0.1 N HC1 solution

with methyl orange as an indicator) and total bound carbon dioxide (after

Fresenius). The results of the analyses converted for K2CO3 content coincided

Probably PTFE—Translator
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excellently, indicating the virtual absence of either KHC03 or KOH in the

solution.

Preliminary experiments with boiling distilled water allowed the accuracy

of the thermocouple readings to be verified and data to be obtained on the

heat transfer during the boiling of water, which correspond well (with

accuracy of + 12%) both to the experimental data [24] and to the results of

calculations using the formula for a boiling liquid in thick-walled tubes [25].

Experiments with aqueous I^COg solutions were made at pressures of 10,

49, 98 and 147 bar, mass velocity of 150-200 kg/m2s, heat flows of 70-
2

150 kW/m for concentrations ranging from 20 to 75 wt %.

The coefficient of heat transfer was computed in the usual way:

(6)
CX.:

2where qbn is the heat flux from the internal surface of the tube, kW/m ,

t ™ is the temperature of this surface, °C; t is the boiling point of the

solution, °C.

The specific heat flux was determined from the electrical power input,

taking into account the heat losses, which were 2-3% of the Î L, and the

temperature of the heat transfer surface t " was determined by the measured

temperature of the experimental tube external surface and the temperature

drop in the wall with internal heat sources.

In calculating the local heat transfer coefficient to the aqueous solu-

tion of fUCOj boiling in the tube, it must be kept in mind that as the water

along the tube evaporates, the concentration of the solution, and, conse-

quently, it boiling point, rise. A determination of t is possible from the
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data of [18] if the pressure and solution concentration in the same cross

section where the wall temperature is measured, are known.

The calculation method developed for this case made it possible to find

the cross sectional average concentration of the flow with an error not greater

than +_ 2 wt %. The inaccuracy in t caused by this error should be estimated

as +_ 2°C at P = 10 bar and as +_ 5°C at P = 150 bar. The accuracy of measuring

the wall temperaure was + 0.5°C in the experiments. Taking into account

both these errors, and also the errors connected with inaccuracies in deter-

mining the pressure, heat flux and the temperature difference in the tube

wall, the total error in the determination of the heat transfer coefficient

is estimated as +_ 30%. This figure corresponds well to the scattering of the

experimental points about the averaged curves.

Treatment of the experimental data as the dependence of ~/(p) for

various pressures and KpCO, solution concentrations, showed that in this

range of heat fluxes this dependence corresponds to the conventional one for

boiling pure liquids:

ot c o - • ( 7 )

The relationship established between Ô  and Q permitted the reduc-

tion of al l the data obtained to a single value for the heat flux, equal to
p

100 kW/m , in order to identify the dependence of the heat transfer coefficie:

on the solution concentration:

(8)

The values of oc t plotted in Figure 12 show that over the whole range

of concentrations investigated (C.. ~Q = 20-70 wt %) the heat transfer coeffi-
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cient for the boiling process decreases monotonically with an increase in

concentration. These data, with a point scattering of +_ 30%, can be described

by the following empirical formula:

(9)
O£ - S,66 -O,Of3 C

2

where qt ̂  is the coefficient of heat transfer, kW/m • degree, and CK -Q is

the solution concentration wt %.

It is interesting to note that for KoCO, solutions greater than 20% in

concentration the value of ct turned out to be practically independent of

pressure. This may be explained, to some extent, by the following: the

dependence of the heat transfer coefficient on pressure is fairly weak in

the region far from the critical state of a boiling liquid and sharply increases

as the pressure approaches P . However, for solutions containing even 20%

KpCO, the critical pressure can (by analogy with the KCI-H^O system [21]—cf.

Figure 9) significantly exceed the critical pressure of water. Thus, the

pressures covered by the experiments, 49, 98, and 147 bar, appear to be

removed from the critical region, and the difference in the values of the heat

transfer coefficient when the solutions boil at these pressures ought to be

lower than in the experiments with pure water. The critical pressure will

evidently increase with an increase in solution concentration, while coeffi-

cient values of heat transfer to the boiling solution will converge even more.

An investigation of the conditions of salt (KgCOg) deposition on the

surface of the steam-generating tube was made at a pressure of 50 bar. At

this pressure an aqueous I^COg solution becomes saturated at a concentration

of 77% [18]. However, in the flow of solution boiling in the steam-generating

tube, there exists a concentration field with the highest CK CQ value in
C. O
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the boundary layer. Solution saturation will be reached here first of all,

accompanied by precipitation of the salt on the wall and an elevation of the

temperature of the heating surface.

The difference between the average solution concentration in the flow

and its concentration in the boundary layer during vigorous boiling is

determined primarily by the heat flux value. Obviously, the lower the heat

flux, the lower this difference will be, and consequently, the higher the

concentration of solution that can be produced in the tube without salt precipi-

tation on the tube wall, i.e., without disturbing its temperature of operation.

An increase in the heat flux limits the possibility of increasing the solution

concentration, since salt begins to deposit on the wall at a lower average

concentration.

To determine the limits of impaired operation, special experiments were

conducted; the heat flux was increased to a level of solution saturation in

the near-wall region at the end of the steam-generating tube, resulting in

salt precipitation and temperature increase. These were recorded with a

PS1-1O automatic potentiometer. In the experiments under these conditions,

the wall temperature at the end of the tube rapidly increased to 500°C, and in

some experiments to 650-700°C (red hot). Then the load was removed and the

experiment was stopped. The results obtained (Figure 13) established these
2

operation limits for K2C03 solution boiling at p = 50 bar and pw = 200 kg/m s.

The experiment showed that under the test conditions a 75% solution can
2

be produced only at heat fluxes below 70 kW/m . With an increase in the

intensity of heating the deposition of salt on the heating surface began at
2

lower solution concentrations in the core of the flow: at q = 120 kw/m this
2

maximum permissible concentratton was Cv rn = 73.5% and at q = 150 kW/m was
K2 L U3
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CK J.Q = 72%. This circumstance should be taken into account in the selection

of working parameters for the solution evaporation system; one should strive

to reduce the gradient of solution concentration across the tube section by

restricting the heat flux value. It is also possible to approach the problem

by raising the operating pressure, i.e., increasing the concentration of the

saturated solution: in experiments where P = 98 and 147 bar, salt deposition
2

did not occur even up to a 75% solution concentration with q = 130 kW/m .

The economy of the seed injection system using this type of K-CO, solution

depends on the possibility of using the steam (formed during solution produc-

tion) in the steam cycle of the plant, and this in turn depends on the purity

of the steam. An experimental estimate of the K,>C03 entrainment with the

steam was made simultaneously with the experiments on solution evaporation.

For this purpose the steam leaving the separator was condensed in the condensor

and the condensate was analyzed. The analysis results are given in Table V.

It follows from the data of the table that the amount of K9C0, in the

condensate changes little with a change in pressure, remaining at the 10-30 m

30 rng/litre level for solution concentrations of 30-60% over the entire investi-

gated range of P.

Apparently, one of the causes (but only at low pressures) of potassium

carbonate contamination of steam was mechanical entrainment. The velocity of

the steam in the separator, 2 cm/s at 10 bar and 0.4 cm/s at 49 bar contributed

to this, and the vapor space varied from 0.3 to 0.6 m (without including the

effect of swelling). With an increase in pressure to 98 and 147 bar the steam

velocity fell to 2 and 1 mm/s, respectively, which contributed to a reduction

in mechanical entrainment, but at these pressures the solubility of K,C07 in

water vapor should have increased and remained significant. This salt level

significantly exceeds the limits imposed on the purity of steam in thermal
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power plants, thus the steam cannot be used in the turbine without a prelimi-

nary wash with condensate. Other ways of economical steam utilization are also

possible.

On the whole, the results of the experimental study of the K2CO~ solution

evaporation process in a steam-generating tube appear to be quite promising,

encouraging further search for a favorable resolution of the problems connected

with the technology of producing large amounts of high-concentr .ion K CO,

solutions and the rational recovery of the generated steam. The system for

the production and injection of a 75% K^CO- solution built at the U-02 facility

supported this conclusion.
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figure 1. T'i-? composition of v<e products from t'ie combustion nf methane m
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lOQr
P = 1 bar P = 3 bar P ~- 10 bar

1 2 3 0 / 2 3 O / 2 Xk/0
2

Figure 2. The dependence of the electr ical conductivity of the combustion
products &, on the concentration of injected seed x^> X n = ®-

r - T = 2400 K; IL- T = 26OO K; HL- T «= 2800 K;
IST- T •= 3000TC; y - T •= 3200%

1 ~ C H O ~ °'2 ~ C H O = ° ' 5 : 3 - C H O D 1
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Figure 3. The dependence of the electrical conductivity of the combustion
products & on the concentration of injected seed x v>X.n = 0.30.

2400 K; J t - TQ = 26OO K; JEC- Tn <= 2800 K;
Tt - T_ = 3000 K; 3T- T = 3200 K

C HO " « 2 « CHo - 0.5. C3 - C ^ Q = l.O
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P = 1 bar P = 3 bar P = 10 bar

Figure 4. The dependence of the electrical conductivity of the combustion
products tf on the concentration of injected seedXi/^JCn = 0-40.

X - T Q - 2400 K, H- TQ = 26OC K, BT- T o => 2800 K,
IB"- T - 3000 K, t - T = 3Z00 K.

1 ~ CH O " °' 2 - CH O " °'5> 3- CH^O = 1'°
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P = 1 bar P = 3 bar P = 10 bar

0 4 2 3 0 1 2
K

Figure 5. The dependence of the electrical conductivity of the combustion
products ̂  on the concentration ot injected seed OCK;OC.Q = 0.050.

X - Tn - 2400 K, IT- T_ - 26OO K, JET- T - 28OO K.
O -*rr T „ 3066 K, 3T- T - 320X) K

°°2-CH2O
=0'5'8-CH20-

1'°
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Fipure 6. The solubility ot KgCO^ in water.
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Figure 7. Pressure-composition-temperature diagram for boiling aqueous
KpCOg solutions.

o - Experimental data

Q - Extrapolation of isobars
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Figure 8. The dependence of pressure on reciprocal temperature for boiling
aqueous KpCOg solutions.

Numbers on isoconcentrational curves = amount of K2C0g, wt %.
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Figure 9. Phase equilibrium diagram for the KC1-H2O system.
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Figure 10. The dependence of the density of boiling solutions of
temperature and concentration.

• - data of [19]; x - data of [20]; extrapolation

on
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Figure 11. Diaoram of experimental facility for study of the solution.
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Figure 12. The dependence of the heat transfer coefficient on concentration
in the boiling K2CO3 solution.

o - P = 10 bar; X - P = 49 bar;

o - P = 98 bar; A - P = 147 bar
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Figure 13. The limit of the beginning of salt deposition in the boiling
aqueous solution ot I^COg-
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Taole 1. Ionization potentials of elements

Chemical element
Ionization potential

Chemical element
Ionization potential

Chemical element
Ionization potential

Chemical element
Ionization potential

Li
5.390

Be
9.320

C
11.264

H
13.54

Na
5.138

Mg
7.644

S
10.357

N
14.51

K
4.339

Ca
6.111

Al
5.984

0
13.57

Rb
4.176

Sr
5.692

Fe
7.90

Ar
15.755

Cs
3.893

Ba
5.210

Si
8.149

He
24.58



Table II. Vapor pressure of aqueous solutions of potassium carbonate.

K2C 03
l iquid
phase
wt %

25,2

51,1

65,6

71,7

72,6

80,6

80,8

P, bar

250°C

35,2

26,9

17,4

13,5

12,8

12,3

12,3

K2CO3

l iquid
phase,
wt %

25,6

51,7

66,0

72,0

76,0

81,0

85,9

P, bar

300°C

78,0

61,0

41,5

32,5

27,5

27,5

27,2

K 2 C 0 3
l iquid
phase,
wt %

26,9

53,1

66,5

72,7

76,5

81,2

86,5

P, bar

350°C

134,0

120,0

83,0

64,2

52,5

51,4

50,2

K2CO3

l iquid
phase,
wt %

30,0

55,0

67,9

74,0

77,1

82,2

87,2

P, bar

400°C

278,0

202,5

139,8

110,3

93,2

82,0

80,7

K2C03

l iquid
phase,
wt %

58,8

69,7

76,1

78,7

83,6

88,5

P, bar

450°C

3 1 0

2 3 6

1 7 0

142 *

1 2 0

1 1 8

K2°°a-100

Note: The data shown below the line correspond to a saturated solution containing solid phase, and the
numerical values refer to the weight percent based on the carbonate and water introduced.
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Table III. Solubility and vapor pressure of saturated aqueous solutions
of potassium carbonate.

Temperature, °C Solution concentration
CK CO ' wt %

73

75

77
79

81

Pressure
P, bar

12,5

27,6

50

81

120

,-jr Approximate
l/b «' Values
191.:

250

300

350

400

450

50U

550

600
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Table IV. Boiling point of aqueous Î CO., solutions and the heat of water
evaporation from these solutions.

Solution
concentra-
tion ,
wt %

P

3 0

4O

5 0

6 0

7 0

P -

3 0

4 0

5 0

6O

7O

P -

3O

4 0

5 0

6 0

7 0

P -

3 0

4 0

5 0

6 0

Tempera-
ture,
°C

- 4,9 bar

16O

1 6 5

1 7 1

1 8 2

1 9 8

• 9,8 bar

1 8 8

1 9 3

2 0 0

2 1 1

23O

• 1 9 , 6 bar
2 2 1

2 2 6

2 3 3

2 4 5

2 6 5

49 bar

2 7 0

2 7 6

2 8 4

2 9 8

Heat of
vaporiza-
tion of
water r,
kJ/kg

2158

2197

2242

2292

2343

2093
2140

2190

2245

2303

2000

2053

2108
2169

2238

1779
1849

1919
2004

Solution
concentra-
tion ,
wt %

7 0

7 5

P «=•

3 0

4 0

5O

6 0

7 0

7 5

P =

3O

4 0

5 0

6 0

7O

7 5

P "

3 0

4 0

5 0

6 0

7 0

7 5

Tempera-
ture,
°C

3 2 0

3 4 2

98 bar

3 1 5

3 2 2

3 3 1

3 5 0

3 7 2

3 9 4

147 bar

3 4 6

3 5 2

3 6 2

3 7 9

4 0 7

4 2 9

196 bar
3 7 0

3 7 6

3 8 7

4 0 0

4 3 4

4 5 7

Heat of vaporiza
tion of water
r, kJ/kg

2102

2156

1482

1573
1669

1806

1932

2007

1212

1322

1454

1612

1797

1886

96 O

1100
1276

1435

1679
1787
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Table V. Amount of l^COg in the condensate of steam produced in the

evaporation of a solution.

Pressure, bar 10 49 98 147

Solution concentration,
wt % K2C03 36-40 55-58 29-34 33-40 35-43 55-57

Amount of K?C03 in 13.7 12.4 18.6 25.1 20.1 32.4

condensate, mg/1
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Chapter 2

The Ionizing Seed in the Comaustion Chamber of an MHD Facility

I. Seed vaporization in the combustion chamber

lomzing seed must be vaporized, dissociated and should maximally

approach the thermodynamically balanced degree ot ionization by the time

it enters an MHD channel. At the same time it must be well mixed with

the combustion products and be evenly distributed over the cross section

of the channel. The most convenient point for injecting the seed is the

combustion chamber, where reverse and vortex flows ensure vigorous mixing

with the combustion products, and the high combustion temperatures accelerate

the physical and chemical processes and ionization. The completeness of

the seed dissociation and ionization processes depends on its particle size

and residence time in the combustion chamber, which is determined primarily

by the rate of the combustion process. An increase of this rate is undesir-

able, because it would require the lengthening of the combustion chamber and

would lead to increased thermal losses. Tnus, the only active way to promote

acceleration of the seed ionization process, is to decrease the seed particle

s i ze.

Ionizing seed injected into the combustion chamber as fine particles

of K7CO3 or droplets of its aqueous solution, heats, melts, vaporizes, dis-

sociates, and is ionized by the hot gases (2800-3200 K). The sequence of

these steps up to vaporization can be represented in the following manner

(Figure 14): particles of dry K2CO3 powder (curve 1, Figure 14J are at first

heated during time *c\ to the melting point of this substance, i.e., to

901°C, then during time ^r£ the particles melt and become liquid droplets,

which during time <C 3 are heated to the equilibrium temperature of vapori-

zation and vaporize during time ^l. As the KpCOo vaporizes it diffuses into
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the combustion products, nixes with thfei.i and dissociates, forming atomic

potassium, which is then ionized.*

There are no data on the coefficient of linear expansion for K..CO..

However, by analogy with other crystalline substances, one can expect that it

is not large. This makes it possible to neglect the cnange in the diameter

of the particles during their heat-up. Ihe process of melting monolithic

particle also does not make a sicmficant change in dg. According to [26]

the density of a K2CO3 melt at 90TC is 1900 kg/m , i.e., only about 20%

less than the density of the solid at t = 20cC. Such a chanqe in the density

causes a 6% increase in the diameter of the particle, which does not have a

significant effect on the vaporizaton process. Therefore, one can assume

that the first three steps of the process occur at constant particle size,

and only in the fourth step (vaporization; does its size change from dp to 0.

When the seed is injected as an aqueous potassium carbonate solution

(curve 2, Figure 14;, the droplets are heated during time <£ V to the equili-

brium temperature of vaporization of water from solution. With the large

thermal flows typical for the combustion chambers of MHD facilities, this

temperature is near the boiling point of the solutions. As the water vaporizes

during ^ 2 » tne droplet temperature rises somewhat because ot the increase

in concentration, until the solution becomes saturated and release of solid

phase begins. However, this change in the temperature is smalI compared to

the temperature of the combustion products: if a 50% I^COg solution is intro-

* Although, in conformity with [13], K^CO, dissociation can begin at
substantially lower temperatures than the equilibrium temperature of vapori-
zation, in order to simplify the design concept and the seed vaporization
calculations this process will be ignored for the time being in the liquid
phase and will be wnolly transferred to the vapor phase of KpCOg, sufficiently
far removed from the surface of the droplet.
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duced, this temperature change is about 20"C, or still less is more highly

concentrated solutions are injected. Therefore, in calculations this tempera-

ture can be assumed to be constant.

The process of conversion from a droplet to a solid particle is very

complex and has been little investigated. For the present we will assume

that vaporization of the water results in a solid spherical particle with a

density corresponding to that of the solid substance, i.e., -2400 kg/m . Next,

the sphere is heated to the melting point d u r i n g ^ with subsequent melting

in *C"n . After this, during the <££ time the liquid droplet is heated to the

equilibrium temperature of vaporization and, finally, it vaporizes during

the C g • The last four steps are analagous to the steps of heat-up, melting

and vaporization of a solid KoCOg particle introduced into the combustion

chamber (curve I, Figure 14), but if the particle and the droplet are assumed

to have the same size, in the second case there is a step of preliminary change

in the size of the particle (water vaporization.) from dp to d,, and therefore

the time segments CC" are smaller than the corresponding segments eCl . This

stepwise character of the vaporization process fits the case of very high

thermal conductivity in the droplet (particle) material, i.e., J^ . = °° .

Accordingly, calculations were made of the ionizing seed particle (drop-

let) vaporization time in the combustion chamber based on the following

proposition:

Heat is transferred to the particle by convection and radiation:

Q = Qc +.Qr- In order to simplify the calculations the relative gas velocity

is ignored during the first stage, i.e., we consider the droplet to be carried

by the gas flow. In this case the value of the Nusseit number car; be assumed

to be constant, equal to 2.* Then, assuming that the droplet ( article) is

* In [27] the authors assume Nu = 3, thereby taking into account the high
gas flow turbulence in the combustion chamber.
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spherical in form, we have

(10)

where A is the thermal conductivity of the combustion products at the

average temperature of the boundary layer W/m - degree;

d. is the droplet (particle) diameter, m;

T and T. are the temperatures of the combustion products and tne
p droplet (particlej, respectively, K

The radiation flow to such droplet (particle) is equal to

(ID

where

C, is Boltzmann's constant;

<f is the spectral emissivity ot the droplet;

a is a coefficient, encompassing the radiation conditions in this
particular combustion chamber (field of temperatures and concen-
trations, thickness of radiating layer, its composition and dust
content, the influence of the walls, etc.)

Formulas (10) and (ll) can be used to determine the time of droplet

(particle) heat-up in segments of constant size with the condition

\ • = oo (Bi = 0;, i.e., without including in the calculation the variability

of the droplet heat-up:

where

Cdr is the specific neat oapacity of the droplet (particle), J/kg " degree;

T. and T.+1 are the temperatures of the droplet (particle) before and after
1 1 heat-up, K;
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l^6r is the d e n s i ty °'fr K2L^3 or 1ts a c ? u e o u s solution, kg/m ,

During the evaporation of water from a droplet of solution or the vapori-

zation of K2C03 from the surface of a molten droplet in the combustion chambers

of MHD units, the liquid passes into a gaseous state, producing a flow of

vapor from the surface, and cooling the boundary layer around the droplet.

At the high evaporation rate characteristic in these conditions, the cooling

factor can have a significant effect on the value of Q and consequently on

the rate of evaporation.

The equation for the thermal balance of an evaporating droplet with

constant thermal-physical properties of the gas in the boundary layer, without

consideration of the radiation flow, has the following form:

(13)
.ct*r dr O,

where

w is tne rate of droplet evaporation, kg/s;

d . is the droplet diameter, m;

r is a dummy radical coordinate, my

C - is tne specific heat capacity of the vapor for P = const, J/kg-degree;

«* is the thermal conductivity of the gas in the boundary layer,

W/m • degree;

.»* is the density of the droplet, kg/m .

Equation (13) is solved for the boundary conditions:

- At the droplet surface r = ddr/2 = r^, T = T.

- Beyond the limits of the boundary layer r > r^, T = T

It is valid for «*= const. In fact, the thermal conductivity of the gas

is a function of its temperature and of the vapor concentration of the substance
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being vaporized. Therefore, in order to avoid complications certain average

effective thermal conductivity for the boundary layer &* is used. Tnen the

solution of equation (13) will be

(16)

where

(17)

r is the heat of vaporization, J/kg

Equation (16) can be differentiated to find the temperature gradient

at the droplet surface:

dr
\

Jeatpfa(/- %/%)- *]•
(18)

The thermal balance at the droplet surtace is expressed by the equality

(19)

From equations (16) and (19), taking into account 1 - r d r /rQ = l/NuQ,

after algebrajc transposition we obtain the correction factor recommended by

Spalding [28] for the vapor flow from the droplet surface:

(20)
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where Nu and NUy are Nusselt numbers for the droplet with and without vapor

flow;

B is the mass driving force v^ $ 4r

And although, strictly speaking, correction tactor (20) does not consider

the change in the thermal-physical properties in tne boundary layer and

requires the use of some "effective" values for them, we will use it in the

subsequent calculations of the seed droplet vaporization.

The equation of thermal balance for a vaporizing droplet, including the

radiation flow, can be represented in the following form:

121;

where

0 . is the density of the vaporizing substance (the l^CO, melt or
water from the solution), kg/m^

r is the heat of vaporization of this substance, J/kg ;

d. is the droplet diameter, m ;

*" is the time of vaporization, s.

The value of Q r is computed from formula (11) and that of Q c by formula

(TO) with consideration of the correction factor for the outflow of vapor:

(22)

d <-P wl* * C|> Of-' ^

*• r r JD

Substituting the values for Q r and Qc into equation (21) and solving it

relative to dT , we obtain
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(23)

Tf one assumes that droplet vaporization progresses at a constant temperature

T . , then integration of this equation lakes it possible to determine the

droplet evaporation time A ? " ; during this time its size cnanges from dp

to d1r:

where

AT = —

The only unknown value in expression (24) is the equilibrium temperature

of droplet evaporation Trf , which is determined from the equation of the

droplet thermal balance:

4r/ B

or

, D are the thermal conductivity of the combustion products and the

diffusion coefficient of vapor in them, related to the average tempera-
2ture of the boundary layer, in W/m • degree and m /s, respectively. As the

Two formulae (25) in Russian text. TV.
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calculations showed the value of T. is determined basically by the temperature

of the combustion products ana by the dependence of CnK on T remaining
or,

practically constant in the process of droplet vaporization.

Equations (12) and (24) were used to calculate the duration of the

sequential stages of heating, melting and vaporization of seed particles

(droplets). The results are given in Figure 14.

It follows from the data or Figure 14 that the heating ot K2c03 particles

or of aqueous solution droplets with an initial diameter of 1U0 , takes

place in a relatively short period of time. The greater portion of the time

is consumed by water evaporation from the droplet and, primarily, by the

vaporization of the K0CO3 itself. Tnus, if a particle KoCOo of this diameter

is vaporized in 32 ms, then only 12 ms are required for the melting and

heat-up, i.e., less than 40%. In the case where an aqueous KpCO, solution

is injected, 6 ms are required to evaporate the water contained in a droplet

100 in diameter, and 10 ms are required to vaporize the K^COo with a total

time of 22 ms. Ihe time required for complete vaporization decreases with a

reduction in the initial droplet size, but the time ratio of separate stages

is preserved rather well.

A reduction of the combustion products temperature has almost no effect

on the stages of water evaporation and of the heating and melting of the K^CO.,

particles, but significantly increases the vaporization period ot the actual

K2C03.

Let us recall that all these calculations were based on the following

assumptions:

1) The droplet 1s stationary with respect to the combustion products;

2) When the water is evaporated from the droplet of K2CO3 solution, a
3

solid particle with a density of 2400 kg/m is produced;
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3) The process occurs with a clear separation of the steps:

heating - water evaporation - heating - melting - K^CO-. vaporization,

i.e., for >l cjr = °° (Bi - 0 ) ;

4) Decomposition of the KoCOg occurs in the vapor phase beyond the

limits of the boundary layer.

Since reality may fail to support these assumptions, an attempt will be

made to estimate the resultant error.

The effect of the initial velocity of the droplet can be manifested

in the area of deceleration. In the case of a droplet of d. diameter sprayed

from the jet nozzle at a relative velocity I-L, the deceleration process with

the conditions of constant mass (heating of the droplet or particle and its

melting; and the absence of a newly-formed vapor flow is described by the

following equation

a -0 . (25)*

where

m is the mass of the droplet, kg;

•^rir' PQ a r e t l i e densities o t the droplet-and gas, kg/m •

Cd is the coefficient of resistance of the droplet, calculated for
Re = 1-10U using the formula

I f gravitational forces are neglected, then

. (26;

* See note in page 53. Tr.
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Numerically integrating this equation from WQ to W, we obtain the

time of droplet deceleration. Thus, for droplet deceleration with

otdr = 100 in MHD facility combustion chamber (P = 1 kg/cm , T = 3000 K)

the relative velocity falls from 100 to 10 m/s in approximately 13 s.

Meanwhile the dimensionless heat transfer coefficient NuQ decreases from

4 to 2.6, i.e., during a rather lengthy period (13 out of 22 ms, Figure 14)

and the heat exchange rate remains substantially higher than that assumed

above. Approximately the same ratio of the vaporization and deceleration

times is preserved for droplets of other sizes.

The influence of the relative droplet velocity can be taken into

account, in a first approximation, by calculating the degree of decelera-

tion in each of the heating and vaporization stages and by subsequent

determination of the average value of NUQ for the period in question. This

influence will be felt most strongly in the early stages, i.e., the periods

of heating the droplets of solution, evaporating the water, and also the

heating and melting of the resultant particle and the subsequent heating

of the K,COo droplet. The relative velocity of the droplet has much less

effect on the process of K^CO, vaporization when the seed is injected in

solution.

If the seed is injected as solid K2C03 particles with a density of

2400 kg/m , the deceleration will progress more slowly and the influence of

the relative particle (droplet) velocity will be felt over a longer period

of time.

This method of accounting for the relative velocity was used in

calculations of the total seed droplet (particle) vaporization time in the

MHD facility combustor and subsequently for comparison of calculation with

experiment.
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A more rigorous solution of the problem involving the deceleration of

a vaporizing droplet in a hot gas flow was also obtained. In this instance

the problem is reduced to the solution of an equation system of heat-mass

exchange

- 7 7 ) (2?)

and of hydrodynamics

Z (28)
— - • —r '
A- ^
A

C — -

where Jl - heat conductivity of combustion products in the boundary
CP layer, W/m • degree

a , a. - density of combustion products and seed droplet,
J v J a respectively, in kg/m^

d, and Cd - diameter and resistance coefficient of the droplet
with the initial conditions

(29)

Considering the process of pure liquid evaporation, the following empirical

dependences are assumed as dimensionless coefficients of mass exchange and

resistance:
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(31)

in accordance witn reference L^9] there is no great effect of the transverse

flow on the full resistance of sphere in these conditions. The system of

equations (.27; - (i!9) was solved using a specially developed method, based

on the selection of the slowly changing functions.

The solution has tne following form:

%?& (32)

where:

dH , w are the dimensionless diameter and velocity of the droplet
(relative to the initial values);

A, Cpju. are certain clusters of parameters, which depend on the
properties of the gas and substance of the droplet.
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,

f

a •>• c,deo

e,3

is a univeral function, amenable to tabulation

For a quiescent droplet

to the ordinary dependence

AT -

, and expression (32) is simplified

Figure 15 shows the results of the calculation of the vaporization of

a potassium carbonate molten particle having a dQ = 100 in a stream of

combustion products when wQ = 10u m/s, T c p = 3000 K and P = 10 bar. Neglect
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of the relative velocity and its change in the vaporization process can

introduce a large error in the determination of complete vaporization time.

Of course, this stage completes the vaporization and before it begins the

relative particle velocity is, as a rule, small (substantially less than

10U m/s).

The influence of the porosity of the I^COg particle produced when the

water is evaporated from the droplet of solution is felt in the process of

droplet vaporization through an increase in the starting diameter and the

reduction of thermal conductivity of the solid remainder. The dried particles

usually have a spherical shape, but their density can vary over broad limits

depending on the molecular structure of the solution and the mode of drying.

The rate of moisture vaporization from droplets is dependent both on the

e>ternal conditions of heat and mass transfer and on the movement ot the

solvent within the particle (especially after separation ot solid phase).

With high thermal flows the external surface of solution droplet rapidly

becomes solid, and the passaae of moisture through it becomes more difficult.

Excess pressure is created inside the particle and because of vapor formation,

the particle inflates and becomes hollow.

Unfortunately, there are no data on the process of the vaporization of

a droplet of l^COg solution in the combustion chamber of MHD units, on the

formation of the solid phase and the density of the particle produced. In

order to simplify the simulation of this process, experiments were conducted

involving boiling droplets of an aqueous K9COq solution in spheriodal state

over a high-temperature surface. An experimental facility was built, having

a working section consisting of a vertical solid cylinder 55 mm in diameter

made of stainless steel, whose upper face had a spherical depression 47 mm in

diameter and 5.8 mm deep. A droplet of the investigated solution was placed
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on the lowest point of the depression with a medical syringe. A regulated

electrical heater allowed the temperature of the cylinder to be raised to a

level ensuring the formation of a spheriodal state of the droplet, where the

liquid was separated from the heated surface by a layer of vapor. Tne behavior

of the droplet during vaporization was recorded cinematographically on movie

film.

Experiments were conducted with aqueous 20 and 50%. K^CO- solutions. The

surface temperature varied from 200 to 600°C. The droplets were applied to

the heated surface with medical syringes through needles with outside diameters

of 1.53 and 0.34 mm. This produced droplets with 3.7 and 2.7 mm diameters.

Recording the droplet size on film made it possible to determine the

dependence of liquid vaporization rate on the temperature of the heated surface

and the size of the particles remaining after vaporization of the solvent. It

was noted that a process of smooth reduction in the droplet size occurs only

in the initial stage of vaporization, and only in droplets with a low K^CO,

concentration. Then the droplet begins to pulsate, alternating between a

spherical shape and an oblate spheriod shape, at the same time producing

"explosions" accompanied by the ejection of tiny droplets. Finally the solid

residue remains, which is most often of a deformed spherical shape, porous and

sometimes hollow. Its dimensions depend on the temperature of the hot surface

and the initial solution concentration, but in any case they significantly

exceed the dimensions of the dense nucleus with fi = 2400 kg/m used by us

in the calculations. Usually the diameter of the dry particles equals the

starting diameter of the droplet and sometimes even exceeds it. If in the

first approximation d, is assumed to be equal to d«, the average density of
3

a particle will be 750 kg/m and the relative porosity will be 70%.
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It is known that the thermal conductivity of porous materials is signi-

ficantly less than that of solid materials. Tn this case it may lead to a

situation where the stages of particle heating, melting, heating to vapori-

zation temperature and the actual vaporization will be accomplished practically

simultaneously, i.e - i - use of the low thermal conductivity of tne particle

material ( ̂  , - 0) the heating and melting zones will be located on the

inner surface of a thin layer vaporizing from the external surface. In calcu-

lating the time of droplet vaporization under these conditions the term r in

formula (24) should be replaced by the sum [ C ^ (Tf(j - T-j) + rf(J + C^r (Tdr -

T f ) + r], where I-j, T f , T are the temperatures of moisture evaporation

from tne droplet, the melting point and tne equilibrium temperature of droplet

vaporization, K; C". and C"j are the specific heat capacities of solid potassium

carbonate and its melt, J/kg • degree; rf and r are tne heats of melting

and vaporization of K?COo, J/kg • J* . = 750 kg/m should be used instead of

f = 2400 kg/m3.

Calculations of the droplet vaporization process made by this method with

consideration of the porosity of the particles obtained (with d, = dQ) showed

that the total time virtually does not change: for a droplet of 50% solution

with dQ = TOOy* it proved to be zQ ms, versus 2z ms in the step-by-step

calculation.

Since the first value corresponds to X.r = 0 and the second to .A . = oo,

while in fact the thermal conductivity of the particle has a finite, nonzero

value, the time for complete droplet vaporization must fall between the calcu-

lated values. However, these values are similar, since the error resulting

from both the neglect of the porosity and the size of the produced droplets

as well as from the calculation method chosen for tne process (for individual

or combined stages) is evidently small. Thus, it is possible to conclude that
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the proposed method (cf. Figure 14) can be used to calculate the total

droplet vaporization time.

The results of calculations of the seed droplet (particle) vapori-

zation in the combustion chamber of an MHD unit are shown in Figure 16 as

dependences of the total vaporization time from the initial droplet (particle)

diameter. A correction term for tne relative velocity of the droplets in

the hot gases was added in the calculation, i.e., for each stage of heating*

melting, and vaporization an average dimensionless heat transfer number Nu

was determined. The inclusion of the relative velocity led to a reduction

of the calculated vaporization time value of KpCOo droplet (particle) by,

approximately, 30% (cf. Figure 14).

The time of total vaporization, including the heating and melting,

decreases sharply with a reduction in the initial diameter of the particles

(droplets): for particles with d~ = 50^ , <C = 6 ms; for droplets of the

same size, *u = 4 ms.

A reduction of T to 2500 K causes a noticeable increase in the total

droplet vaporization time (broken line, 3? Figure 16). Moreover, this increase

is greater, the greater the initial diameter ot the droplet, i.e., tne lower

the proportion of the convection component of the heat flow.

The seed introduced into the combustion chamber as an aqueous solution

of KnCOo is dispersed through a spray nozzle. This produces a size distribu-

tion of droplets with diameters differing by an order of magnitude and more.

Since the time of droplet vaporization depends strongly on their size (in

conformity with Figure 16 ^ ~ d Q = = 1.8 - 2.0), the fine droplets will evaporate

rapidly, while the larger ones may not have had time to heat up. As a result,

the process of seed vaporization becomes protracted. We will attempt to

calculate the rate of this process, making the following assumptions:
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1. The range of seed droplet size in the combustor is described by

equations constructed for the case of a liquid dispersed in air under normal

conditions.

2. The droplets are sufficiently far from each other, i.e., in

calculating the vaporization of one droplet the influence of the neighboring

droplets can be ignored.

3. The volumetric concentration of droplets in the gas stream is small,

and other droplets do not affect the radiation heat flow to the surface of

the droplet in question.

4. The change in temperature of the combustion products and the seed

concentration in them during the vaporization process are ignored, i.e., just

as in the calculation of a single droplet, we consider that T = const and

Vs."'0'
5. In the calculations ot the vaporization process the process scheme

represented in Figure 14 will be used.

The droplet size distribution for any spray nozzle can be described by

the Rozin-Ramltr formula

(35)

_ .

where

G - is the total relative weight, i.e., the sum of the relatime

weights of all droplets with diameter less than or equal to d. .;

d. ?s a size constant,

n is a distribution constant.

The correlation between d~k and n is given by the equation
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(36)

where d is the median droplet diameter.

The greater the value of dk> the larger the droplets, the greater the

value of n, the narrower is their size distribution. Constants d and n
K

depend both on the design of the spray nozzle and on all parameters which

determine the process of liquid dispersal. For a wide range of parameters

the value of n varies over quite narrow limits: from 1.5 to 2.0. Specifically,

the value n = 1.5 characterizes the size distribution of droplets in dispersal

of a 50%-aqueous ICCO, solution with a centrifugal nozzle, providing a flow

rate of 10U g/s For a pressure differential of 100 bar. If the total weight

of droplets of one or another diameter is known, a.., the above method can

be used to calculate the time needed for their vaporization. In addition,

it is possible to determine the amount of potassium carbonate vaporized during

a time period which is somewhat less than the time of total vaporization, but

greater than the time required for all the preparatory steps (vaporization

of water, heating and melting of particles, heating of droplets to equilibrium

vaporization temperature).

The results of such calculations for the droplet size distribution ot

a 50% K2C03 solution with dm = lOO^i are given in Figure 17 uurve 2) as

the dependence of the weight quantity of vaporized seed, related to the total

weight of the injected seed g = G D/£Gj , on the residence time in the

combustion chamber. It follows from an analysis of the curve that the greatest

rate of vaporization is reacnect severa I milliseconds after the moment of seed

injection. During this time fine droplets are vaporized and vaporization of
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the larger ones begins. As a result, more than 60% of the injected KpCOg

is vaporized in 20 ms. Then the vaporization rate gradually decreases and

the vaporization of large droplets extends to 100 ms and more.

A reduction of the median diameter of the droplets to 50 u (cf. Figure 17),

i.e., a twofold reduction, greatly increases the vaporization rate. In this

case, gn = 0.65 after only 10 ms and 32 ms are required for practically

complete (g = 0.95J vaporization rather than the 100 ms required for the

droplet size distribution with d = 100u,

Increasing d to 150a leads to a significant reduction in the vaporiza-

tion rate (curve 3, Figure 1/).

The calculations, including those illustrated in Figure 17, show that,

since the time for the vaporization of large droplets or particles is several

times greater than the actual residence time ot the gases in the combustion

chamber, it is not feasible to seek complete seed lonlzation and in designing

combustion chambers optimum solutions should be sought, which would take into

account, along with other factors, the degree of seed vaporization.

In the calculation of the ionizing seed vaporization in the MHD combustion

chamber, the assumption was made that KoC00 dissociation occurs neither in

the liquid phase nor in the immediate vicinity of the droplet surface. It was

assumed that this process takes place in the vapor phase ot the K^COg at a

significant (greater than the thickness ot the boundary layer) distance from

the droplet.. In this case, since the vapor is continuously leaving the droplet,

KoCOo dissociation begins soon after it begins to vaporize. Let us designate

this lag b y A ^ * and attempt to estimate it. Evidently, it depends on outflow

time for the first portion of vapor formed beyond the limits of the boundary

layer and can be estimated on the basis of the following considerations:
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(37)

where: ddr is the diameter of the droplet,m;

D is the coefficient of K^CO, vapor diffusion in the combustion
products; m*7s;

fi is the mass transfer coefficient characterizing the velocity
of KpCOo vapor outflow from thd droplet, tn/s;

cf* . is the reduced thickness of the boundary layer, mao

Since in these symbols

by transposing equality (37), we obtain

. (39)

The value of Sh for a droplet can be computed using conventional

formulas [30]. This estimate of the lag time in the beginning of the dissocia-

tion process compared to the beginning of the process of vaporization ot a

100/A K2C03 droplet, gave A C * » 1 0 , i.e., a value much less than the

vaporization time. This circumstance allows us to consider that the processes

of vaporizatiui ^nd dissociation begin at practically tne same time, even

though they occur in spatially separate zones.

The lack of data on the rates of K^CO3 dissociation and potassium ioniza-

tion provents an accurate calculation of the time required by these processes.

However, a rough estimate can be made. For this we will use the recommenda-

tions contained in [31], where it is shown that for the usual expression of
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th e reactfon rate constant

the preexponential multiplier A is most probably in the range between \£ and

14. Since the total energy ot the formation of K^CCL from K^O and CO^ is

395 kJ/mol, the expected activation energy E should not exceed 160 kJ/mol.

In this case for T = 3U00 K the dissociation time ot KoCCL will be on the

-7 -9order of 1U through 10 s, i.e., not commensurate with the time of seed

droplet (particle; vaporization. Equally incommensurate figures are produced

in estimating the ICO (or KOH) dissociation time, up to the formation of

potassium atoms, and of the potassium iomzation time. Therefore, the

actual dissociation and lonization reaction time in the combustion chamber

can be ignored and the total ionization time can be equated to the total

K2LO3 droplet (particle) vaporization time, i.e., all vaporized seed is con-

sidered to have achieved a state of thermodynamic equilibrium with the

combustion products.

The precision of these calculations of the seed vaporization time is,

of course, rather limited because of the very complex thermal situation in

the combustion chamber and the results obtained require experimental verifica-

tion. This verification was performed in the experimental MHD facility U-02.

2. Experimental study of seed ionization in the combustion chamber of an MHO
facility.

In the U-02 MHD facility the seed is injected in the form of aqueous

KoCOo solution. For this purpose four seed injection systems were designed

and tested in operation. Their basic working parameters are given in Table VI.
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Th re e seed injection systems are shown schematically in Figure 18:

I -- Cold 50? K2C03 solution;

II -- Superheated 50% KoCO., solution;

III -- Hot KpCO-j solution of hign concentration.

Systems I and II have a common tank for storage of the prepared

solution (i), a grid filter for coarse filtration (2), a water tank (3), a

service tank (4) and filters for stage :II purification (5). System III is

completely independent.

Ihe main operating system is sytem I, which supplies a 50™ cold solution

of I^CO^ (t = 20°L). In addition to the units mentioned above, it includes

two parallel rotor valve pumps (6), an electrical decoupling unit (7) and

spray nozzles (8).

System I allows operation both with centrifugal and pneumatic spray

nozzles. In the latter case the dispersal is ensured using air from the

existing compressed air line. All nozzles have a water-cooled housing and

are incorporated into the combustion chamber or, in individual cases, upstream

of it into the hot air duct.

The centrifugal injectors have replaceable nozzles with exit orifices

of 0.5, 0.7 and 1.0 mm, while the pneumatic nozzles have openings of 0.7 and

1.0 mm. Operating experience has shown that the nozzles do not clog up with

the existing stage ll filters, which are made from glass fiber or Nitron. It

was found that the cause of clogging in the initial period of operation was

crystallization of the KpCO, at the moment when the first portions of solution

entered the superheated nozzle or when it was shut off. Supplying water from

tank (3) before starting solution feed and a careful wash of the jets with

solution immediately after shutdown eliminated the possibility of potassium

carbonate crystallization, and consequently the clogging of the jets.
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This seed injection system operated for a total time of more than

ten thousand hours and the operating experience showed that a cold 50% K^CCU

solution does not cause noticeable corrosion of the equipment, even that

made from carbon steel (storage tanks, pumps). Stainless steel 1Khl8NlOT

showed no corrosion whatsoever.

In order to improve seed dispersal in the combustion chamber it was

decided to raise the pressure and temperature of the injected I^CO- solution.

System II, with a piston pump ND-60 capable of pressures up to 110 bar, was

designed for this purpose. Buffer chamber (10) is used to reduce pulsations

in the flow. Steam (12; and electric (13) heaters raise the temperature of

the solution upstream of the nozzle to 250°C. The viscosity and surface

tension of the solution decrease with an increase in temperature; this,

together with the increase in pressure and reduction in the dimensions of the

nozzle exit orifice should contribute to the production of smaller droplets.

If, in addition, a superheated solution, hotter than the solution boiling

point and commensurate in pressure with that in the combustion chamber issues

from the nozzle, then there may be boiling of the solution and a secondary

break-up of the droplets.

The solution enters this system from delivery tank via the filters for

stage II purification. However, the use of small diameter nozzles (d = 0.45 mm)

necessitated the installation of another Nitron filter. This system operated

without failure and makes it possible to study the effect of increased pressure

and heat of the K2CO.j solution on the seed ionization in the U-U2 combustion

chamber.

When using a b0% solution, one kilogram of ballast water is used per

kilogram of K 2
C O3 which leads to further temperature reduction of the combus-

tion products and, consequently, of conductivity. The adverse effect of the
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water can be reduced by raising the solution concentration. As was mentioned

in Chapter 1, the solubility of K..CO., increases with an increase in tempera-

ture and even at atmospheric pressure a 67% solution can be produced. The

boiling point of this solution is 135°C. When a 67% solution is used, only

0.5 kg water is required per kg K^LOo and the injection of this solution

allows the temperature drop to be reduced by several dozen degrees, which

ought, to have a significant effect on the electrical conductivity and, subse-

quently, on the economy of the MUD power plant. System I IT at the U-Ok! was

designed for the practical realization of this concept and for the development

of the production, transportation and spraying techniques for the aqueous

K^COo solutions of increased concentration.

Ihe creation of this system also had another purpose — to support

research into the seed regeneration, specifically, concentration of the solu-

tions produced in systems tor wet seed recovery.

System III consists of two 1 m evaporator tanks (14) equipped with steam

heating (a submerged coil) and a propeller-type electric agitator, two grid

filters for coarse purification (15J, two ND-160 pumps (16), two fiberglass

filters for fine purification (17), an electrical decoupling unit (18) and

nozzles (19). The danger of solid phase precipitation should the solution

temperature fall, made it imperative to maintain the temperature at the

I35-14U°C level along the entire flow train. To do this the main components

of the system (filters, pumps, valves) are located in a batching unit, with

an insulated housing containing steam heatim; pipes. The pipelines carrying

the solution are equipped with steam satellite pipelines and are carefully

heat-insulated right up to the spray nozzles.

Tests conducted on the production and dispersal of Highly concentrated

K..CO., solutions at high temperature and pressure (cf. Chapter 1) made it
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possible to design at the U-U2 a system tor injecting the seed in the form

of a 73-75% potassium carbonate solution (system IV;. I ts basic layout is

shown in Figure 19. An aqueous K^CO, solution, 50 wt % in concentration,

from delivery tank (1) via f i l t e r s (2) is pumped by piston pump (3) to buffer

tank (4 ; , used to eliminate pulsations in the l iquid flow due to the pump

operation, hrom the buffer tank the solution passes through steam (5J and

electr ical (6) heaters and is fed to the steam-generating section (8) , a

vertical coil made of a lKhl8^'10T steel pipe 0 25 x 2.5 mm. The pipe is 14 m

long between the current busses. Ihe steam-generating section is direct ly

heated by low-voltage alternating current. The electr ical c i rcu i t is

decoupled by a fluoroplastic insulating insert (7) on the cold solution side.

The c i rcu i t is grounded on the hot solution side.

From the steam-generating coil the vapor-liquid mixture enters separa-

tor (9), made from 210 x 10 mm pipe. The seperator is 2 m in height. The

separated solution is transferred to nozzle (10) via a 12 x 2 mm pipe, while

the steam acts to heat this pipe. Measurements of the temperature and pressure

of the solution at the coil exi t and in the seperator make i t possible to

estimate the concentration of the solution being supplied to the combustion

chamber.

The avai lab i l i ty of the four systems for injecting the ionizing seed made

i t possible to conduct at the U-02 a series of studies dealing with the rate

of seed ionization in the combustion chamber. The tests were made in a

special once-through combustion chamber with a thermal capacity of 3 MW at

a combustion product flow rate of 1 kg/s. Natural gas served as the fuel and

hot a i r as the oxidant ( t = 800-120U°C; either atmospheric or oxygen-enriched

to 30-40 wt %). The layout of this chamber is shown in Figure 20. Ihe chamber

consists of four separate sections: section ( I ) with ignit ion device ( 2 j ,
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section containing the burners (3) and natural gas manifold (4), experimental

sections (5) and (6) with openings for the ionizing seed injection nozzles (8)

and ports with 10U mm pitch (10) for experimental probes. Tne combustion

chamber ends in a nozzle (7), whose flange is connected with the flange of

the MHD channel.

The housing of the combustion chamber and the nozzle is water cooled

metal. The ignition section and the front part of the combustion section are

lined with high alumina concrete. The remaining surface of the combustion

chamber in contact with gases containing ionizing seed is lined with a

zirconia-base rammed mass. Ihe lining thickness is 1U5 mm. The internal

diameter of the combustion chamber is 300 mm. The total length of the chamber

is 1670 mm, and its experimental section is 1200 long. The direct flow

combustion device consists of eight gas-air slots shaped as equilateral

trapezoids 75 mm high with sides of 20 and 35 mrn located around the periphery

of the back wall of the combustor between circumferences having a diameter

of ibO mm and 300 mm. Air is mixed vigorously with natural gas in the slots.

When the combustor is started the combustion mixture is ignited by the

pilot burner of the ignition device. Subsequently stable combustion is

maintained because of the input of thermal energy to the gas-air streams from

the recirculation zone of hot combustion products (9) (cf. Figure 20), which

is just beyond the burner on the longitudinal axis of the combustion chamber.

The ionizing seed is injected into the combustor in the form of aqueous

K^COo solutions of given parameters and is dispersed by centrifugal or

pneumatic jets.

In the tests we determined the electrical conductivity of the gases

and its change along the axis and 1n the cross section of the combustion

chamber when the seed is injected into the recirculation zone at a distance
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of 100 mm from the burner. <£ was determined with a special probe Inserted

through port holes into the combustion chamber. The probe for the electrical

conductivity of the plasma was an induction coil of a variable L-C circuit,

located in a protective cover. The total error in the measurements of the

electrical conductivity of the gases, caused by the error of the measuring

instrumentation and by the presence of a thermal boundary layer around the

probes, was not over +_ 25%.

lests were conducted for a ranqe of starting combustion products tempera-

tures* To== 2600-280U K, flow rates G = 0.5-U.8 kq/s at an absolute pressure

of 0.8-U.9 bar. The majority of the experiments involved atmospheric air

as the oxidant and only in some instances was the air enriched with oxygen

up to 3b-40 wt %. The seed flow rate was calculated to provide 0.7 mol % of

potassium in the combustion products.

The conductivity was measured along the flow tram in three cross

sections of the combustion chamber in a horizontal diametric p^ane. An

oscillograph recorded the value of <s> along the radius of the chamber. In

this way the electrical conductivity field was determined.

Figure 21a shows the electrical conductivity field of the combustion

products in a horizontal plane of the combustion chamber during injection of

a room-temperature 50% K^CO, solution by means of the centrifugal nozzle

with the exit orifice diameter d = U.4b mm. In this case the surface-volume

average diameter of the droplets was estimated to be 90JA . The conductivity

was measured in cross sections 0.3, 0.5 and 0.8 m distant from the face of

the spray nozzle. First of all, there is a conspicuous progressive increase

in >̂ from one cross section to the next, indicative of incompleteness of

* Not taking into account the decrease in temperature caused by seed
injection.
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the ionization process. At the same time there is a change in the profile

of & . At L = 0.3 m there is a reduction of h value in the central part

of the combustion chamber close to the reel xulation zone in the radial coordi-

nate, and then there is an increase of i) and another decline near the wall.

The dip of 4> at the axis is evidently due to the imperfect seed distribution

over the cross section. At the 0.8 m cross section this dip does not occur,

but a zone of low conductivity is clearly visible at the combustor wall, due

to the increased thickness of the boundary layer. A similar pattern is

observed when injecting seed solution heated to ifll°C (Figure 21b); nowever,

the leveling of the conductivity field progresses somewhat faster and the

^ values are higher.

The increase of <£ along the length of the combustion chamber is shown

more graphically in Figures Id. and 23, where the maximum value of ^ is

plotted on the ordinate and the distance between the point of seed injection

and a given cross section is plotted along the abscissa.

Figure 22 shows the picture of the change in <£ _ „ along the axis of
max

the combustion chamber for injection of a cold aqueous KpCO- solution through

centrifugal and pneumatic nozzles 0.7 and 1.0 mm in diameter. Neither type

showed a distinct advantage over the other in the experiments (a significant

difference in the electrical conductivity was produced only in the 0.3 m

cross section when using the centrifugal nozzle with d = 1 mm); a change

in the diameter of the nozzle orifice also had little effect. However, in

all cases there was a steep rise in the curve of<£ = f[L] indicating that

the seed ionization was obviously incomplete. The largest 4> value was near

7 ohm" • m" , while the thermodynamic equilibrium value under these conditions

is about 15 ohm" • m" .

Thus, only 20% of the injected seed had.time to be vaporized and ionized

during the residence time in the chamber ( ~ 8 msj. Calculated seed vaporiza-

tion value results in approximately the same figure if d = 150
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A slight increase in the rate of ^eed lonization was noted when the

injected solution was superheated (the solution was dispensed with a centri-

fugal nozzle having an orifice d =0.45 mm) (data shown in Figure 23). In

spite of a certain reduction in the temperature of the combustion products

(IQ = 267U K, , = 12 ohm" • m~ ), approximately the same levels of

were achieved, and the superheating contributed to an increase in the rate of

& growth in the initial section. This evidently should be explained by an

increase in the mass of the fine fractions. The total amount of vaporized

seed in these experiments rose to 30%. Ihus, it is expected that with an

increase in the seed solution superheating, the rate of seed lonization will

increase.

I his was particularly clearly demonstrated during the injection of a

73% solution at 360°C and 8U bar pressure. The experiments were carried out

with the combustion products temperature TQ 2750 K and a 45% oxygen enrich-

ment. The results are given in Figure 24. Comparison data are also given for

injection of a 50% solution (cold and heated to 270°C) at the same spraying

pressure.

As can be seen, when a cold 50% K^CO, solution is used, the electrical

conductivity in the cross section of the combustion chamber corresponding to

a seed residence time the hot gases of 2 ms is very low. When the same

solution, but heated to 270°C, was injected, this figure doubled, while when

a 73% solution of the same parameters was used, it doubled again. In spite

of the significant scattering of the experimental data (+ 30%) the advantage

of using this solution is easily seen: even for t = 10 ms the conductivity

obtained exceeds by almost one-and-one-half times the corresponding value ot

6 when a 50% solution is used. This advantage is evidently due to two

factors. First, there is better dispersion of the solution: when the highly
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superheated solution is injected, boil ing ot the l iquid and fragmentation

of the droplets occurs. This factor is most clearly fe l t in the zone of

low C (in our case for X. cs 2 ms). Second, for the larger seed residence

times in the combustion chamber, there is an increased heat reserve due to

the substantial reduction in the oallast water amount (2.5-told). As a

result , the value of obtained comes quite close to the thermodynamic

value (&mx = 15 ohm'1 • m" \ & e q ( j i = 20 ohm"1 • rrf1).

It is of interest to compare tne rate at vmicn the electrical conductivity

increases along the combustion chamber axis with the rate of seed vaporization.

Figure 25 shows growth curves of the vaporized seed amounts related to the

total quantity, g . Values of g were computed for the following conditions:

d = 100, n - 1.5, T = 2700 K. According to the existing theoretical and

experimental data the electrical conductivity is proportional to the square

root of the amount of seed in the gaseous state. Tne curves of Yg^ = f ( t )

given in Figure 25 show that for these conditions one could expect at the

end of the combustion chamber (if one ignores the time for dissociation and

iomzation proper) an electrical conductivity equivalent to 40% of its

T »

thermodynamic equilibrium value. Approximately these values of & =- fa

were in fact produced in experiments at the U-02 wnen dispersing a 50%

KpCU, solution with pneumatic nozzles (cf. Figure 22).

This good agreement of experimental and calculated data was somewhat

unexpected, since the calculation incorporates data on the dispersal range

produced on the basis of experiments involving liquid dispersal with nozzles

into normal atmosphere. With a tenfold increase in the temperature the

density and viscosity change substantially, and therefore one would expect

a substantial change in the range, particularly when centrifugal sprayers

are used. Of course, when the liquid is injected through pneumatic nozzles,
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the dispersion takes place in cold gas, and evidently the influence of the

medium, at least of its temperature will be less pronounced.

Therefore, a calculation of seed vaporization in the combusts chambers

of an MHD facility requires careful studies of the influence exerted by the

properties of the medium surrounding the liquid on its dispersion.
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Figure 14. Diagram of seed vaporization process in a combustion chamber.
P = 1 bar, T - 3000 K.

(1) dry KZCO3, dQ = 100; (2) 50% aqueous solution of K2C03, dQ = 100
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Figure 15. The change in the diameter (solid lines) and velocity (broken
line) of droplet in vaporization process. T = 3U00 K, P = 10 bar.

cp
(1) calculation at constant relative droplet velocity W = w0 = m/s;
(2) calculation considering droplet deceleration;

(3) calculation without relative velocity, W = 0
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Figure 16. The dependence of the time for to ta l vaporization of a p - t i d e
(droplet) in the combustion cnamber on i t s i n i t i a l aiameter,
P = 1 bar.

(1) dry K2C03, Tc p = 3000 K;

(2) 50% aqueous so lu t i on , T(.,j = 3000 K;

(3) 50" aqueous K?CO3 so lu t i on , T = 2500 K
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higure 17. Trie cnange in the proport.on ot seed vaporized as a function of
its residence tine in the combustion chamber. P = 1 car,
T = 3U00 K.
cp

0 ) d m = 50

(2) dm = 100

13) dm = 150
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Figure 18. Ionizing seea injection system for U-U2 facility, using an
aqueous solution of K^CQ,.

C J
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H q u r e 19. I o n i z i n g seed i n j e c t i o n us ing 75 K-CO, s o l u t i o n at U-02.

fff

Figure 20. Diagram o f exper imenta l once- through combustion chamber.

2 3_ A. 5
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Figure 21. Profiles ot electrical conductivity in various cross sections ot
combustion chamber for injection of seed as cold (a) and heated
(211°Cj (b) 50" KpCO- solution with centrifuqa! sprayer having a
d = 0.45 mm.

"V-/'

Figure 22. The changes in the electrical conductivity of the gases along the
combustion chamber during the injection of a 50% cold solution
K2CO3 with different sprayers, T Q 2700 K.

(1,2) centrifugal, d = 0.7 and 1.0 mm, respectively; (3,4) pneu-
matic d = 0 7 and 1 0 mm
(,) g ,
matic, d =0.7 and 1.0 mm
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Hgure 23. The changes in the e l ec t r i ca l conduct iv i ty of the gases along
the combustion chamber during the in jec t ion of K,CO, solut ions
at d i f f e ren t temperatures.

Centr i fugal sprayer d = 0.45 m\v. T~ = 2760 K.

(1) t s = Wl;

U) t 5 '- 150rC;

(3; t s ~- ?1I'C

• , i •• • • • ' • • • " ' •
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Figun- 24. Trie r - k -c t r ka l conduct iv i ty of ?..ne ^a-,*', in ihr-
chamber when UK< secJ i ' in jf-cU-o <J«. 50 wA 7Vi.
P t . i c oprayr-r, dn

 : 0.5 r r . TfJ
 r 2700 K.

( I ) 50X

3 6 0 ' - C .

us* ion

'i ''tj] j T i fjf:

1 , ' 3 , 73?

I.

I
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Comparison of trie experimental 6ii<t on the cnanqe of
electrical conductivity with the rp.ultb of calculations
on seed droplet vaporization. T p - 2700 K.

d - 0.5 fim, 50-' aouecus solution.

t

* I
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Table VI. Basic system parameter";.

TiT

Maximum solution flow, kg/hr 120 90 ?50 90

Maximum spray pressure, bar 50 110 10 110

Maximum temperature, "C 20 250 135 370

Maximum K^CO3 concontration 50 50 67 75

in solution, wt X
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thapter 3

Tne lorn zinc seed in the Gas Train of tne MHO Facility

1. Physical and chemical chances of ionizing seec! in the comnust ion
products_ f 1 ow.

The ioni^inc sped injected into tne combustion chamber orddu<illy

enters into t nerniodvnan ic equi 1 ibr iui'; with hot fjases ond noves tone the-r

with then1 through the entire MH!) facility loop. Uurina tne journey

throuqn the MHO channel ann the hecit oxchrtnners, the combustion [ rodut t/>

tenperature changes from 3000 K to 35'.'-JOO K (before entering the e/hau^t

s t a c k ) . In the process the seed underooes a nunber of physical anfl

chemical channcs. Tnis process is shov;n schematically in Figure 26: the

tei'iperaturp ot the combustion products is plotted aionq the abscissa, ana

the proportion of potassium (to the total potassium in the flow) in

various compounds, stable in a qiven temperature range, is plotted along

the ordinate.

In the high temperature reaion (above 1500 K) all the seed is in the

gaseous phase, i.e., in a state most amenable to thermodynaimc calculations.

The results of such calculations [8] give a picture of the chemical composi-

tion of the potassium compounds (solid lines on Figure 26). At 3000 K the

greater portion of the seed (*̂  80%) is found as atomic potassium, and the

remainder as KOH. In addition, there are small quantities ot potassium

oxide K0 and ionized potassium K in the gases. At 2500 K the proportions

of potassium as K and KOH even out, and at lower temperatures KOH becomes

the prevalent compound.

Theoretical data [9] for the products of fuel oil combustion with

K2CO3 seed are also plotted on Figure 26 (triangles). Over the entire

investigated range of temperatures from 2800 to 2000 K the divergence between
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At this temperature the water has a relatively low vapor pressure, and

therefore the combustion products rapidly begin to be saturated with

K?CUo vapor. As a result, at 1470-14JO K Dulk condensation of K^CO-,

occurs, a mist forms, and when the combustion products cool below the

fusion point of K?CO.> (Tf - 1174 K) a condensation aerosol is produced.

The data in [271 and [13] assist in determining the temperature at

which condensation begins. Knowinq the total quantity of potassium in

the combustion products and, in conformity with [27], the proportion of

potassium which has become KpCCU, it is necessary to construct for a given

presrure the curve reflecting the increase of the partial pressure in

potassium cartonate vapors, that occurs durinq the reduction in temperature.

The dependence of saturated I^COo vapor pressure on temperature is given

in [13]. The point at which these two curves intersect will be the tempera-

ture at which the K2C0^ vapor reaches the saturation state. Given the

abundance of very fine dust particles, no substantial supersaturation is

necessary for condensation of the K9COo vapor to occur , and one can reckon
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with accuracy 5., *f K iffit 'or '_ a i c u Id t i ons th-<if the onset of rist forma-

tion occurs when the saturation temperature is M M coed.

SoiTui.ly, in the process of l-ulk ccncJer.^jt i<ni, droplets (particles)

of r,i»b"Mcron 'lrc-ns i ons dr.- Jop'ied, wh U h wadu.i i i y ir;< n-dse in size

because oi ,'tjpor (.or.flcintjt ion or tit-cdu'.e of t o.iiju"! <:f ini'i [2.-'"l. In tne edse

a* hand, r:rjridt">Srft ion rust tv- cocpletr-d v(-ry rapidly, wi <: narrow tenipcra-

ture ranqe, because o1 th(- very stror.c: de|><"Midence of the •'jCO , vapor

pressure on temperature. It is unlikely that any increase in the si^e of

the droplets or solid particles would occur due to coaqu.lat.ion, because

their volumetric concentration in the flow is very low (10 throuoh

10 ~* i'!~7iO. Therefore, even at thf end of- trie nas flow train of an MHD

facility, the majority of dust particles should retain their submicron

dimensions.

This conclusion was e/perimenta My confirmed by measuring K«CO-,

particles taken from the U-02 loop. In order to avoid coagulation of the

particles or an increase in size because ot condensation on them of water

vapor from the air, the samples were taken by passinq the aerosol through

hot (t - 100 C) spectrally pure toluene. Then the cuvette containing the

toluene and K^COn particles was placed in an" FPS-2M* instrument, where the

average particle diameter was determined by ligh scattering. It was 0.2

Similar results (d 0.4 ) were obtained in measuring the diameter of

K̂ CO-j particles (also from the U-02 loop) by a sedimentation method using

an ultramicroscope.

Experimental determination of the chemical composition of the condensa-

tion aerosol particles made at the U-02 MHD facility showed that the

evidently a type of photoabsorption spectrometer-Tr.
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carbonate is practically speaking the only potassium compound in the

combustion products of natural gas in the temperature range from 1100 to

500 K. Further on, in the low-temperature section of the gas tram, a

large quantity of potassium bicarbonate {KHCO-O was found. Studies at

the U-02 MHD facility established the temperature region in which the

K2CO3 is transformed into KHCO3 and determined the equilibrium concentration

of both potassium compounds in their mixture at various combustion product

temperatures. The tests were made for combustion product temperatures from

65 to 250°C at a pressure of 0.55-0.75 bar (abs). The amount of C0 2 in

the combustion products was 8-9.5 vol %.

The data obtained are shown in Figure 27, where the temperature of the

combustion products is plotted along the abscissa and the ordinate shows

the weight percents of potassium in KHC03 in relation to the total potassium

in the flow. As can be seen, the upper limit of KHCOg formation is about

i65°C. At higher temperatures all the seed is found as K^COg. With a

reduction in temperature, the proportion of potassium as KHCOg rises and

is 0.35 at t = 120°C. At a temperature below IOO-120°C the moisture content

of the captured seed increases and a further conversion to KHCO, occurs.

The dependence of transformation from K^COg to KHCO, assumed in the coor-

dinates used in Figure 27 is satisfactorily approximated by a straight

line originating at t = 165°. This line, replotted on Figure 26, completes

the diagrammatic picture of the physical and chemical conversions of seed

in the gas train of the MHD facility.

2. The character and chemical composition of seed depoiited on the heat
exchange surfaces.

The picture of the physical and chemical conversions of the seed in

the flow of combustion products gives a general idea of the deposit forma-
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tion process on the heat exchange surfaces. Clearly, in the temperature

range below 1200 K the deposits will form as a result of settling submicron

KpCO, particles, but it is difficult to predict the character of these

deposits.

Still less certain is the process ot the deposit formation in the

high-temperature zone where the seed is found in the combustion products

as potassium hydroxide vapor. Apparently the basis of this process is the

condensation of KOH vapor on a surface navmg a lower temperature than

that of KOH condensation ifor P = 1 bar and a potassium level of 0.7 mol %,

Tcond = 1 i 2° **'' This hypothesis has been experimentally confirmed [27]:

the processing of data on the rate of deposit formation in conformity with

a model of KOH condensation with subsequent absorption of SO2 and CO2

(on the wall) showed good agreement of theory and experiment.

In order to study the character and chemical composition of the deposits

in the various temperature zones, a special study was conducted at IVTAN.

The box diagram of the experimental facility used in this study is shown

in Figure 28. Hot air, natural gas and seed were injected via a co-axial

nozzle (2) into a tube-type combustion chamber (1) (d. = 70 mm, h = 200 mm).

The seed was in the form of an alchohol solution of potassium acetate (75%

C^HrOH and 2b% I ^ H ^ ) - Supplying the seed in an organic solvent ensured

its rapid combustion. The rather long seed residence time (50 ms) in the

combustion chamber helped to achieve a thermodynamic equilibrium. The

resultant combustion products at 1800-2000 K passed into the first cooling

section (3), a ceramic tube made from chrome-magnesite with a stainless

steel tube inserted in it (in the form of a Field tube). Air at T. = 450 K

descended through the internal tube to its lower end and rose upward through

the ring gap, cooling the external tube.
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The combustion products were cooled to 900-1100 K in the vertical

cooling section, subsequently passing into the horizontal cooling section (4),

an exact copy of the vertical section, except that the internal ceramic

tube was replaced with a stainless steel tube and the cooled tube had a

length of 1250 mm.

The combustion products cooled to 400 K passed through an additional

heat exchanger (5) to filter (6) for dust removal and were then discharged

into the atmosphere by a centrifugal fan (7).

Air driven by piston pump (13) at pressures to 3 bar acted as the

coolant. The air flow rate was about 30 m (STP)/hr. Air cooled in heat

exchanger (8) and cleaned of dust and oil in a felt filter (9) first entered

the cooled tube of the horizontal cooling section and then the cooled tube

of the vertical section, where it was heated to 700 K. Only 7-10 m

(STP)/hr air was required for combustion. Therefore, the remainder was

discharged into the atmosphere. The air supplied to the combustion chamber

was heated in an electric heater (10) to 8U0-900 K, whic^ allowed the pro-

duction of combustion products with a t~~-erature of 1800-2000 K.

Ihe system for supplying the seed consisted of two alternately operating

constant-head 500 cm supply tanks (11) and a throttle insert (12),

providing a constant flow rate for the alchohol solution of Itt^H^O^*

The tests were made with an air excess coefficient of about 1.

The tests covered the following ranges of parameter variations:

- Temperature of steam (along gas duct), K 1900-450

- Temperature of cooled surface, K 1500-420

- Flow rate of combustion products,

m3 (STP)/hr. 8.5-12.5

- Reynolds number 400-1350
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Stable operating conditions in the experiments ranged from 0.5 to

2.4 hours, while from 0.2 to 1.6 kg of the 2b% potassium acetate alchohol

solution was supplied, providing a 0.15-0.5 mr;l % concentration of potassium

in the combustion products.

The results of the experiments are summarized in Table VII. It can be

seen from the table that the gas coolinp train can be divided into four parts:

in the first part there is no settling of potassium and its compounds, while

the remaining sections constituted the three temperature zones with the charac-

teristic form and composition ot seed deposits in each of the zones. He will

try to make sense of the physical essence of the ongoing processes and to

connect them with the general picture represented in Figure 26.

In the experiments the combustion products emerging from the combustion

chamber at 1700-1900 K, collided with the lower part of the vertical cooling

section, which was specially maintained at a temperature above the "dew point"

of KOH. This eliminated the possibility of KOH vapor condensation and made

deposition possible only as a result of KpCO, formation in the boundary layer

with subsequent deposition on the surface. The experiments showed that in

this zone there were no seed deposits, but there was metal corrosion (of

stainless steel): the wall was covered with a layer of scale, which was easily

removed from the metal of the tube when cooled. Consequently, even though

the potassium hydroxide vapor reached the tube surface (otherwise it would be

difficult to explain the severe corrosion), they did not condense, while the

partial conversion of KOH to K2C03 occuring in the boundary layer evidently did

not play a large role in the formation of deposits.

Further downstream was a section with dark-green, crustlike deposits.

Chemical analysis of these deposits showed that they contained a small quantity

of KOH in addition to K 9CO V When the deposits were washed with water there
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was the crackling and sputtering typical of potassium oxides. Evidently, there

was a small amount of these oxides in the deposit under the layer of .K,,C0,

and KOH. This section lies in the zone of surface temperatures from 1020-

1120 K, which is Delow the KOH concentration temperature. The crustlike

character of the deposit indicates that K^CO, was formed on the wall when C0 2

was absorbed by the previously condensed liquid hydroxide. As the temperature

decreased, the dark-green, crustlike deposits Decame lighter in color, but remair

just as hard.

Gradually the crustlike deposits were replaced with porous deposits of a

cream or mustard color, similar in appearance to long needle-shaped hoarfrost.

The dense, elongated crystals, wnich stood normal to the surface, rose above

rather smooth greenish deposits, and gradually displaced them. The chemical

composition and structure are reasons for supposing that they were formed in

the process of condensation (more accurately, sublimation) ot KpCOg vapor from

the supersaturated stream. With the typical 1500-1200 K. temperatures in this

zone, the reaction of KOH with C0o forming KpCOg progresses rapidly in the

combustion products. As was mentioned above, because of the low pressure of

saturated vapor of KoCO, at these temperatures the vapor rapidly aciieves a

saturated state and tends to condense. The best conditions for condensation

exist at the wall, where the temperature is lower and crystallization centers

are in abundance. However, even under these conditions solid particles were

not observed in the boundary layer. These were found only in the lower-tempera-

ture zone, where there is at first a fine submicron dust between the elongated

crystals and then frostlike deposits are replaced by snow-white deposits of

this dust, also consisting wholly of KgCOg, evenly distributed around the peri-

meter of the tube and projections.
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According to an earlier hypothesis, the submicron K^CO., clust is formed

in the plasma flow as a result of spontaneous K,C0, vapor condensation from

a saturated state and under the effect of diffusion and thermophoresis settles

on the surface. Snow-white deposits of this dust were observed on the last

third of the vertical section and along almost the entire length of the

horizontal section. At the end of the horizontal section,with wall temperature

below 420 K, a chemical analysis of the deposits, as was to be expected, showed

a substantial amount of KHCCU.

Analysis of these data allow us to draw the conclusion that the character

of the deposits is determined, primarily, by the temperature conditions in the

flow and on the wall.

3. Mass transfer in the condensation of KOH vapor from the combustion
products flow.

Analyzing Figure ?6 and taking into account the experimental data described

above, it can be stated that if, in the combustion chamber of the MHD facility,

the channel of the MHD generator, or the high-temperature zone (T > 1500 K)

of the heat exchanger downstream of the channel, there is a surface with a

temperature below the "dew potnt" of potassium hydroxide, then KOH vapor will

condense on this surface. The condensation rate depends or the thermal and

hydrodynamic conditions near this surface and the diffusion of the KOH molecules

in tne combustion products.

In the combustion chamber and the MHD channel having smooth electrode and

insulating walls, the gases flow longitudinally along the surfaces. The mass

transfer rate under these conditions can be calculated by analogy between the

heat and mass transfer. The question of the influence of transverse mass flow

on heat and mass transfer in the longitudinal streamline flow alono a surface

was examined in detail in [33]. However, because of the low concentration
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of the condensing component in the stream, this influence can be ignored.

The nonisothermal nature of the boundary layer may play a more important

role in the process of KOH vapor condensation on a cold surface. This factor

is calculated by the expression

(42)

where:

Sh and ShQ are Sherwood numbers under these conditions and under isothermal
conditions without consideration of the transverse flow of
the substance

Y is a coefficient of nonisothermicity;

I ~ Tlia/T£1 is the ratio of the wall temperature to the flow temperature.
»a TI

The temperature of the combustion products with seed flowing along the

channel of the MHD generator is nearly 3000 K; while the temperature of the

cold surface, already covered with a seed layer, is about 1100 K, i.e.,

j - 0.37 and Y= 1-56. Consequently, because of the nonisothermal nature

of the boundary layer, the rate of mass transfer in the beginning of the MHD

channel may be significantly higher than in the results of calculations using

the conventional formulas. As the temperature of the flow decreases, (with

T = const) the value of Y decreases also, gradually approaching unity, i.e.,

the influence of nonisothermicity in the steam generator zone is practically

absent.

In order to ensure that the analogy is preserved between heat and mass

exchange during the potassium hydroxide vapor condensation from the combustion

products flow containing seed in the zone of temperatures below 2000 K, an

investigation was made of this process under conditions of longitudinal and
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3
transverse washing of the tubes with a gas flow containing 1-3 g/m KOH

vapor.

The investigation of the condensation of KOH vapor durina longitudinal

flow was performed in an experimental test facility (cf. Figure 28), with

the vertical cooling section made from a tube 25 mm in diameter.

KOH condensation took place only on the initial section of the tube,

where the temperature was above 1450 K, since a further reduction of the

flow temperature results in KOH and C02, contained in the combustion products,

forming ^CU,, which then precipitates in the form of submicron particles.

In this section for T n;s 1500 K .d T = 1100 K , y « 0.73 and = 1.15,

i.e., near to unity.

The limited capabilities of the facility allowed experiments on the flow

rate of the combustion products to be conducted only under conditions of

laminar flow (Re. < 10 ). The following dependence was proposed for treating

the experimental data on heat exchange under similar conditions [34].

(43)

where the distance x from the beginning of the experimental section is taken

as the characteristic dimension, and the physical properties of tne flowing

substance are taken at the temperature of the flow (except for Pr I.
Wet

This formula, transposed tor a generalization of the data on mass

transfer, has the form

' (44)
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Analysis of the data obtained showed that over the entire investigated

range of parameters (T = 1450-1600 K, T w a = 1000-1100 K) the value of

(Sc /Sc..,) 0.25 was close to unity, and therefore it was not considered in
bL WO

processing the experimental data, ihe coefficient of KOH vapor diffusion

in the natural gas combustion products under standard conditions DQ necessary

tor calculations, was computed using the Bird-Hirschfelder-Curtiss formula [35]:
-5 2

Dg = 1.1 x 10 m /s. Trie dependence of the diffusion coefficient on tempera-

ture and pressure was adopted in conformity with [36]:

(45)

The results of processing the experimental data on mass exchange in the

condensation of KOH vapor in the ring channel is given in Figure 29. The

experimental points are grouped around a line corresponding to formula (44)

with a scattering of +_ 25%. This degree of agreement between the calculated

and the experimental data is considered quite satisfactory, particularly in

view of the low level of precision of the physical parameters used in the

calculation, especially the vanue of D.

A study of KOH condensation on a cylindrical surface washed by a transverse

flow was made at the U-02 facility in a tube id. = 200 mm) mounted in place

of the MHD generator channel. Hot gases with seed entered the tube directly

from the combustion chamber. Probes made of lKh!8NlOT steel were inserted

into the tube normal to the flow through a packing gland and retainer,

(d = 40 mm). They were based on a Field tube principle with water cooling.

Probes with outside diameters of 20 and 30 mm were used in the experiments.

Grooves 2 x 2 mm were cut in the working section of the probe at an angle of

90°; these grooves contained Chrome!-Alumel thermocouples for measuring the

tube wall temperature.
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The thickness of the deposits was not uniform around the perimeter of

the tube: the deposits were thicker on the upstream than on the downstream

side. However, this lack of uniformity was not considered in calculating

the mass transfer coefficient^ : the average mass flow of the KOH across

the surface was used.

The experimental data were processed according to the formula for

calculating heat exchange during transverse streamline flow for a single tube:

(46)

which is also recommended [37] for calculation of mass transfer processes.

The results ot processing the mass transfer data are shown in Figure 30.

The experimental points are grouped around the center line corresponding to

formula (46) with a scattering not over +30%. This agreement ot experiment

and calculation can be considered quile acceptable, particularly if one

considers the lack of accuracy of the physical parameters at high temperatures

and the error in determining the actual temperature of the plasma flow.

The experimental d&ta concerning the condensation of KOH vapor from the

seed mixture with kerosine combustion products [38] are also plotted on

Figure 30. They lie slightly below the middle line and almost entirely within

the band of 30% scatter. In our experiments the temperature of the combustion

products (of the flow) was on the 2000 K level, while the surface temperature

changes from 600 K in the initial moment to 1000 K at A T = 10 minutes. Under

these conditions, but with longitudinal washing of the surface with a turbulent

flow, it could be expected that the nonisothermicity would have a greater

influence, particularly in experiments with small &<£ ( A ^ = 2 min) when the

value of Y' is about 1.5. However, no influence of nonisothermicity was found

when the surface was washed by the transverse flow:
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experiments with various &,*£ values from Z to 10 minutes produced identical

values ofj& , and orly for &*£> 15 minutes was there a stabilization of

the quantity of condensed potassium hydroxide, i.e., G..,,.,. This stabilization

is due to the fact that the melting point of a mixture of KOH and K2CO3 on

the surface of the deposits nas been reached, and the resultant liquid film

was being carried off by the gas flow. This explanation can be confirmed by

the appearance of the extracted deposit samples: for£<C^15 minutes, they

had a smooth fused surface, while for A ^ 4 . 10 minutes the deposits uere

somewhat rough surfaced.

Overall, the experiments showed that under the typical MHD generator

conditions, where the seed concentration in the combustion products is not

high, the analogy between heat and mass transfer is satisfactorily preserved

both for transverse and longitudinal flow around the tubes. To calculate the

seed condensation rate on a cold surface conventional formulas for heat

transfer can be used if mass transfer criteria are substituted for the heat

transfer criteria, and, if for longitudinal flow of a turbulent stream for

T = 2500-3000 K, the nonisothermicity of the boundary layer is taken into

account.

4. Study of ionizing seed submicron particle precipitation on the tube
surfaces.

In the long MHD generator channels with "cold" (below 1000 K) insulating

and electrode walls a boundary layer forms. The thickness of the low tempera-

ture portion of this layer may reach several centimeters. The time required

for KOH vapor to pass through this layer from the core of the plasma flow is

sufficiently great for at least part of the hydroxide to enter into reaction

with C02, form KgCO-j and then form a condensation aerosol with submicron sized
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particles. These particles will settle down on the channel surface and in

conformity with [39] one can expect that the crucial role in the rate of

deposit formation will not be played by diffusion, but rather by radiometric

forces, primarily thermophoresis forces.

The thermophoretic force acting on a particle depends on the size of the

particle, the mean free path of a molecule and the temperature gradient and

is directed toward lower temperatures.

In the zone of the boundary layer of interest to us (l = 1200 K,

P = 1-3 bar) if there is a large temperature gradient, thermophoresis will

apparently lead to effective settling of the seed on the channel surface.

This hypothesis was confirmed experimentally. Experiments were conducted

using the previously described test facility (Figure 28) to determine the

effect of thermophoresis on the settling of submicron seed particles in the

horizontal cooling section. The seed deposits were studied on a tube 40 x 29 mm

and 1020 mm long, similar in design to a Field tube with internal air cooling.

The experiments were carried out under both isothermal (T = Twa) and

nonisothermal (Tc > Twa) conditions. In the first case, in the absence of a

temperature gradient, particle precipitation from the flow was determined by

diffusion, while in the second case it was determined by diffusion and thermo-

phoresis. A light coating of seed was observed on the experimental tube under

isothermal conditions.(T = 900-1100 K). The deposits were white and loose.

Under nonisothermal conditions, where the wall temperature was lower than that

of the plasma flow by 30-150 K, the experimental tube was covered with a thick,

loose seed layer. The rate of precipitation was calculated on the basis of

the experimental data:

5 , (47)
; AT
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where:

Gn- is the quantity of K2C03 deposited in the i-th segment, kg;

F. is the surface area of the i-th segment, m ,

42" is the length of the experiment, hr;

C.j is the concentration of KpCOg in the flow washing the i-th segment,
kg/m3.

The dependence of ̂ a^ on the flow temperature is shown in Figure 31. Two

groups of points are clearly differentiated on this figure: the upper group

corresponds to the experiments under nonisothermal conditions, i.e., with

thermophoresis, while the lower group corresponds to isothermal conditions,

without thermophoresis. The difference in the experiments was quite signifi-

cant — almost tenfold for T = 820 K.

Similar experiments were carried out with seed precipitating from the

transverse flow on a tube bank of tubes 12 mm in diameter, 105 mm high, with

a relative transverse and longitudinal pitch s/d = 1.5. The tubes were

cooled internally with air or water. In this case as well there was a large

difference in the rate of particle precipitation on cooled and uncooled tubes.

While during the axial wash around a tube of a condensation aerosol flow

approximately 90% of the settled dust was due to thermophoresis in the investi-

gated conditions, in transverse flow around a tube bank this figure is

80-85%. In the conditions of MHD facilities the particle size (0.2-0.4/* j

is on the same order as the mean free path of a molecule, i.e., the Knudsen

number K n a 1. According to [39] in this case one should make a correction

in the Einstein fornwla [40] and in the final analysis the expression for

calculating the rate of thermophoresis will have the form
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(48)

/

where

£ is the mean free path of the molecule, m;

w is the average velocity of gas molecules for a gas temperature
of Tg, m/s;

r is the particle radius, m.

The value of the temperature gradient grad T near the surface of the

tubes was determined using conventional formi/.as for calculating the heat

transfer coefficient under the corresponding conditions:

where

T« and T is the temperature of the gas and the surface of the
tubes, respectively, K;

Nu is the Nusselt number for the conditions under analysis;

d is the characteristic dimension, m.

* Original Russian language text contains two formulas (48)
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A comparison of the experimental data with those calculated using

the formula (48) are given in Figures 32 and 33. Figure 32 characterizes

the case of a tube bank washed by a longitudinal flow. Calculations using

formula (48), with consideration of the slight change of parameters from

experiment to experiment, produced a band of values of j9 ~. With some

scattering the experimental data fall in the calculated zone, showing

satisfactory agreement of calculation with experiment.

These data on the condensation of KOH vapor and precipitation of

solid KpCOo particles point up the high complexity of the processes

accompanying the operation of the heat exchange components with seeded

combustion products and require experiments designed for conditions maxi-

mally approaching those typical of MHD facilities.

5. Tests of a steam generator model at the U-02 facility.

The combustion products leave the MHD generator at a temperature of

•v2300 K. One of the ways to recover this heat is to generate steam for

subsequent use in a steam power cycle. In this case a steam generator with

a low-temperature air preheater is placed directly downstream of the MHD

generator. Here the combustion products release their heat to the water and

air and are cooled to 420-450 K.

The alkaline metal seed -- potassium -- in the combustion products

exerts a significant effect on the process of heat transfer, and consequently

on the operating reliability of the downstream components. As has already

been demonstrated, condensation of KOH vapor on cold surfaces (T <• 1120 K)

with subsequent conversion to K9CO, leads to the formation of solid crust-
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like deposits on the tubes. The precipitation of very fine droplets of

a KpCCk mist on tube surfaces in the T = 1200 - 1500 K zone leads to

considerable trouble due to the appearance of hard, difficult to remove

deposits. The effectiveness of methods for removing off the heat exchange

surfaces deposits of submicron dust at T 1170 K, also requires testing.

In order to investigate these processes, a steam generator model (SGM)

was built at the MHD U-02 facility, recreating the operating conditions

of the heat exchange surfaces washed with seeded combustion products over

the entire relevant temperature range.

The layout of the SGM is shown in Figure 34. The steam generator

has a [^-shaped layout, i.e., it consists of two vertical shafts connected

by a horizontal gas duct (7). The first vertical shaft consists of a

radiation chamber (1) with a diffuser (2) and cold funnel (3) and semi-

radiation surfaces (4), (5) and (6). There is a 200 x 200 mm tap hole in

the lower end of the shaft for molten seed emptying into a special tank

containing water. The second shaft includes two transverse circulation

tube banks (8) and (9) and a hopper (10). A device for the metal shot

release (11) is mounted above the shaft. The entire wall surface in both

shafts is lined with tightly fitted shielding tubes cooled with water

(waterwalls).

The SGM is calculated for a combustion product flow velocity rate up

to 1 m/s and a maximum gas temperature of 2300 K. The gas temperature

at the exit is 450 K, the pressure 0.6 - 1 bar (abs). Special portholes

40-70 mm in diameter with hatch covers were installed in the walls of the

SGM for monitoring the surface conditions and for introducing the necessary

sensors (temperature, pressure) and probes.
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The steam generator model was built at the end of 1967 and operated

more than 10,000 hours. Approximately 3/4 of the time the SGM acted as an

ordinary heat exchanger, supporting experiments with other components of the

U-02, while for more than 2000 hours it was itself the chief subject of

investigation. During this period its hydraulic and thermal characteristics

wore determined, as well as the character and the rate of seed deposition in

various temperature zones.

1. Operation of the radiation surfaces. These surfaces, located in

the zone of highest temperatures, contact the combustion products containing

ionizing seed in the form of KOH vapor. This vapor condenses on the tube

surfaces, absorb COo from the combustion products and forms crustlike deposits

of K9C03 with a high melting point. The chemical analysis of these deposits

indicated the presence of a certain amount of KOH. This means that not all

the hydroxide has time to react with C02 and a mixture of K^COo and KOH is

formed with a melting point significantly lower than the temperature of KOH

vapor condensation from the combustion products flow. As a result, condensed

seed flows down the radiation surfaces. To remove it a special system was

built in the form of a small circulation loop consisting of a drain tank

located under the cold funnel, a collection tank and a circulation pump.

Experience showed that the molten seed is instantaneously soluble in water

and circulates in the loop as solution. The proportion of seed drained in

the melted form was determined on the basis of solution volume in the loop

and the increase of seed concentration in the solution. This proportion turned

out to be quite significant — up to 40%. The solution concentration reached

50% (as K2CO3) containing up to 10-15% KOH. Condensation, of such a large

amount of seed in the radiation section of the steam generator facilitates the

operation of the convective surfaces and of the seed recovery system at the
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end of the train, while the presence of a substantial amount of KOH, as will

be shown in Chapter IV, simplifies the system for seed regeneration.

The experience of operating the SGM has shown that because of the condensed

seed runoff, the thickness of the deposits is stabilized. Analysis of

deiosits taken from the tube surfaces after the shutdown of the MHD genera-

tor showed that three layers can be distinguished. Directly on the metal

wall, slightly corroded, lies a loose, porous, very thin (on the order of

0.5 mm) layer, with poor adhesion to the tube surface. Its thermal resistance

is high, and the temperature drop across it is hundreds of degrees. A solid

monolithic layer, whose thickness depends on the thermal flow, lies on the

porous layer. In the central part of the radiation chamber water walls it

is several millimeters thick, while in the corners, where the thermal flow

is substantially less, it reaches 2-3 mm. The temperature of the external

surface of this layer is equal to the melting point. The condensed seed

flows along the surface of deposits, forming (when the facility is shit down)

the third, molten layer.

A similar picture is observed also on the sem"1'radiation surfaces, but

because of the lower thermal flow the deposits here are thicker.

2. Operation of the convective surfaces. In the experiments conducted

the temperature of the combustion products at the entrance to the convection

shaft did not exceed 1100 K, i.e., all the convective surfaces were washed

with a condensation aerosol containing solid particles 0.2^* in diameter.

For the flow velocity typical of the experiments, 10-14 m/s, inertia! effect

of the settling of the particles on the surface were small, and the tubes

were coated with a rather even seed layer, while the spaces between the

tubes of the checkerboard bank (dtl) = 18 mm with a longitudinal pitch of

30 mm and transverse pitch of 54 mm) could be completely covered with deposits.
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In the remaining free gas corridors the velocity increased severalfold,

but the process of deposition did not stop. This is clearly illustrated

by the graphs of the changes in the total hydraulic resistance of the

convection shaft in time (Figure 35).

The submicron particles which settle on the surface coagulate forming

rather large agglomerates. Figure 36 shows seed particle size distribution

in samples taken from the surface of a isothermal proble when combustion

products were at 500 and 480 K. Particle sizes were determined by liquid

sedimentation. The median diameter of the particles was 14« in the first

case and 2 1 M in the second.

Potassium carbonate is very hygroscopic. The upper temperature limit

for the absorption of water vapor is determined by its pressure in the

combustion products. At atmospheric pressure in the combustion products

of natural gas burnt in air containing 40 vol % oxygen, the partial pressure

of water vapor is 0.33 bar and the limit of hygroscopicity of K9C0o is

T = 374 K. If atmospheric air is used as the oxidant this temperature

falls to 357 K. The corresponding temperature limits of K^CO, at a total

pressure of 0.5 bar are 353 and 338 K.

If the surface temperature is below this limit the deposited seed

absorbs water vapor from the combustion products, and the deposits become

moist. If the moistening is slight, the upper layers of the deposits, at

a higher temperature absorb less moisture and appear to be dry. If the

surface temperature decreases the deposits become pasty and even run down-

ward, which leads to rapid carbonation of K2C03 to KHCO3. Therefore, under

industrial conditions the gas temperature at the exit from the steam genera-

tor should be maintained no lower than 420 K and the surface temperature no

lower than 360-375 K.
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A very effective way to remove the deposits off the tubes is to wash

them with water without stopping the SGM. This method was used continuously

during the operation of the steam generator: 1-2 minutes after 20-40 litres

water were released from above [cf. Figure 34 (11)] the hydraulic resistance

would fall to its initial level. Washing the tubes for 10 minutes restored

their surfaces to a condition in which the process of deposition could begin

anew, as it were (cf. Figure 35). The required frequency of this cleaning

was every 5-6 hours.

3. Change in heat transfer. Measuring the temperature of the combustion

products in the various zones of the SGM was made difficult, on the one hand,

by the presence of settling seed, and on the other, by the proximity of cold

surfaces.

Therefore, retractable thermocouples, inserted into the stream for only

a brief period (2-3 minutes) were used to measure the temperature of the

combustion products. The case in which the thermocouple was placed was made

from a stainless steel tube with an external diameter of 2.5 mm. This allowed

the inertia of the thermocouple to be reduced significantly and the convection

component of heat transfer to be increased. As a result the correction factor

for the radiation of the thermocouple case was reduced, and consequently the

accuracy in determining the gas temperature increased. The measurement error

was estimated as + 30° at the 1300 K level and +10 at the 800 K level.

Such retractable thermocouples were installed between the semi radiation

surfaces, at the entrance to the convection shaft and in the line beyond the

SGM and upstream of the entrance to the seed recovery system. The measurement

results showed that the temperature beyond the radiation surfaces stabilized

after 5-6 hours, this could occur only when the seed deposits were stabilized.

Evidently the seed layer on the radiation surfaces reached a state of fusion
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and ceased to grow. However, in the convection part the deposits did not

stabilize: with the temperature at the entrance remaining constant, the

temperature at the exit continued to rise, and only washing the surface with

water reduced it to its initial value.

The measurements of the temperature of the combustion products made in

successive zones were used to estimate the change of heat transfer in the

SGM occuring with seed injection (Figure 37). The effective coefficient of

heat transfer K- was taken as the basis for comparison:

where

Q.: is the heat removal in the given section of the SGM, kW;
2

F- is the heat exchange surface of this section, m ;

•At^- is the logarithmic average temperature drop on this section, °C

The value of K- corresponding to a given moment of time was compared

to the same heat transfer coefficient Kg., measured before seed injection.

As can be seen from Figure 37, the total heat transfer in the radiation

chamber and in the first semiradiation tube bank (curve 1) was halved before

stabilization of the deposits, while the heat transfer in the second and third

semiradiation banks practically did not change. Evidently, all this was

compensated by an increase in the radiative component and in the total heat

flux as a consequence of the increase in the temperature of the plasma flow.

The heat transfer in the convection shaft (curve 3) decreased monotoni-

cally- Washing the heat exchange surfaces with water (broken line) brought

about an abrupt increase of K, but then it again began to fall. Periodic

washing of the surfaces allowed the gas temperature at the exit from the SGM
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to be maintained within 370-500 K. Tnis change had almost no effect on the

operation of the systems for "wet" seed removal, but had an adverse effect

on the operation of the bag filters, where a reduction of T beyond the SGH

to 100°C led to the moistening of the seed deposits and the imna-Srment of the

fabric regeneration.

4. Chemical composition of the seed deposits and their distribution

in the MHD facility loop. The successive washing of section with water used

to clean all surfaced made it possible to estimate the quantity of seed

deposited on a given tube bank, the chemical composition of the deposits and

their content of insoluble impurities (the last is very important for seed

regeneration).

During the experiments in the U-02 loop, the seed material balance was

frequently determined to establish the relationship between the amount injec-

ted into the combustion chamber and that trapped by the surfaces and special

removal systems. Since the chemical composition of the seed both in the

combustion products and on the tube surfaces changes with wetting, the

balance was calculated with respect to pure potassium. As a rule, only

20-25% of the injected seed reaches the recovery system and is captured there.

Approximately 40% is removed from the radiation chamber in a molten state,

while the remainder remains on the heat exchange surfaces.

The deposits on the surfaces do not contain only potassium compounds

(hydroxide, carbonate or bicarbonate), but contain a great variety of other

components.

A semiquantitative spectral analysis showed that in addition to seed

the deposits contain a significant quantity (about 1%) of zirconium, chromium,

aluminum, magnesium, copper arfti sodium, as well as silicon, calcium, iron

and vanadium. Some of these substances (Zrt Cr, Al, Mg) appear from the lining
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of the hot surfaces and the pebble bed of the high-temperature air preheater,

while others, such as iron and copper, come from the metal elements of the

channel and heat exchangers. The overwhelming majority of the compounds of

these elements (oxides, carbonates, aluminosilicates) are almost insoluble

in water.

Analysis of the deposits showed that the insoluble portion is reduced

along the gas train: it reaches several percent on the waterwalls of the radia-

tion chamber (especially en the waterwall opposite the diffuser), while at the

exit from the SCM and in the recovery system it is under 1%. In seed regen-

erating a significant portion of insoluble compounds can be separated by

precipitation and filtering.

All this shows that the building of a heat exchanger operating on natural

gas combustion products with seed in the temperature range from 2300 to

400 K, encounters numerous difficulties caused by the deposition of seed on

the tube surfaces and requires the development of special measures for cleaning

these surfaces and removing the seed. The operating experience with this

heat exchanger made it possible to identify the most dangerous zones and to

outline some ways of coping with the deposits (removal of seed as melt,

washing of the surfaces). The results of the chemical analysis of the deposits

gives an idea of the state of most of the recovered seed, necessary for the

design of a proper regeneration system.
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Computer calculation [8,9]

Figure 26, Physical and chemical transformation of the seed in the gas
train of the MHD facility.
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Figure 27. The dependence of the degree of KgCOg transformation into KHCO3
on the temperature of the combustion products flow.
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Figure 28. The layout of the experimental facility for the investigation of the physical nature and chemical
composition of seed deposited from the flow of natural gas combustion products.
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Figure 29. Mass transfer during the condensation of KOH vapor on tube
surfaces in axial flow conditions.
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Figure 30. Mass transfer during the condensation of KOH vapor on the tube
surface in transverse flow conditions.

A - IVTAN data; o - data of [38].
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Figure 31. The effect of thermophoresis on the rate of K2CO3 particle

decomposition from the condensation aerosol flow.
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Ficure 32. Comparison of experimental and calculated values of thermopho»-esis
velocity in axial flow along tube bank.

• - e x p e r i m e n t a l ; ^ ^ - calculated formula (22)
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Figure 33. Comparison of experimental and calculated values of thermo-
phoresis velocity in transverse flow around tube bank.

o - experimental; - calculated formula (22)
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Figure 34. Layout of steam generator model on U-02:

I - radiation chamber; 2 - diffuser; 3 - cold funnel;
4, 5, 6 - semiradiation surfaces; 7 - horizontal gas duct;
8, 9 - transversly washed tube banks; 10 - hopper;
II - device for feeding metal shot.
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Figure 35. The change in the hydraulic resistance of the convective surfaces
during operation with seed (broken line indicates reduction of
A P when tubes were washed with water).
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Figure 36. Particle size distribution of K2CO3 dust when taken from the

isothermal probe surface:

1 - T = 500 K, 2 - T = 480 K
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Figure 37. The change of the average heat transfer coefficient:

1 - waterwalis of radiation chamber and first semi radiation
surface; 2 - remaining semiradiation surfaces; 3 - convective
surfaces (the period of water washing is indicated by broken
line).
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Table VII. The appearance and chemical composition of seed deposits in
various temperature zones.

Section
of gas
cooling
path

1

2

3

H

T s t, K

1900-1700

1700-1500

1500-1200

1200-600

Twa> K

> 1120

1120-1020

1020-900

900-520

Appearance of
deposits

No seed deposits.
Wall covered with
layer of brittle
scale.

Dense crust-like
deposits, dark green
then lighter in color

Loose, cream or
mustard colored with
long crystals

Loose, snow-white,

Composition of
deposits

-

KOH, K9CO,

V>
K2CO3

KCO 3
made up of submicron
particles. Evenly
cover perimeter of
tubes and projections

Note: The external temperature of the metal wall measured in the experiments
was taken as the temperature of the cooling surface. The temperature
of the surface of the deposits has a value which depends on the nature
and. quantity of the deposits. Estimation calculations showed that
the difference between these temperatures was not over 10, 40 and 25 K
for the 2nd, 3rd and 4th zones respectively.
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Chapter IV

Seed Capture and Regeneration from Combustion Products Exhaust

1. Requirements for seed capture systems and the selection of promising
systems.

One of the most important problems remaining to be resolved by the

designers of MHD power generators is the capturing and removal of the ionizing

seed and its return into the cycle. This has to be done for reasons of

economics and environmental protection.

With the optimum seed (potassium) concentration (0.7 mol %) the natural

gas combustion products contain about 1.8 wt % K9C0-,. If this quantity is

related to a gaseous fuel combusted in air enriched with oxygen to 40%, then

it comprises approximately 0.25 of the fuel flow rate. The cost of the

technical-grade potassium carbonate used as seed is about 5 times the cost

of natural gas. If the ratio of their flow rates is considered, then we

find that the total cost of fuel and that of seed are approximately equal-

The fuel is combusted, but the seed must be captured and returned to the

cycle. A 1% loss of injected seed is equal in cost to a 1% increase in the

specific consumption of fuel.

The environmental health regulations also present rigid requirements:

the transient maximum allowable concentration of a nontoxic dust, including

KpCOg. in the air of populated areas is 0.5 mg/m , and the average daily MAC
3

is 0.15 mg/m . In order to satisfy these requirements at a power station

with an MHD generator having a total capacity of 3000 MW and a three-column

stack 250 m high and gas exit velocity of 15 m/s, the K2C0, concentration

in the stack gases, according.to [41], must not exceed 0.5 g/m , which corre-

sponds to K2C03 losses of 2%.
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If about 50% of the injected seed leaves the heat exchangers of the

MHD power plant as melt and shaken down (or flushed) dust, the efficiency

of the seed capturing equipment must be no less than 98%.

Achieving such a thorough cleaning of the gas presents many difficulties,

especially, if one considers the submicron particle size, not previously

encountered in thermal power stations, since the fly ash particles usually

are from 5 to 100/A in size. There is experience in trapping smaller

particles in the chemical and metallurgical industries. For example, in the

chemical industry sulfuric acid mists with droplets of about O.IJA in dia-

meter must be trapped, while in metallurgy the gases of blast and open-hearth

furnaces of dust containing a substantial portion of particles of the same

size.

An analysis of the available data on gas cleaning equipment and its

efficiency in capturing dust particles of various sizes allowed the identifi-

cation of the equipment which is most promising for capturing seed in an

MHD power plant. These included cloth and fiber filters, which ensure cap-

turing of 99% of dust particle sizes of lyi* , as well as venturi scrubbers

and electrofilters. These findings agree well with the diagram (Figure 38)

given in [42], which also shows the seed particle size distribution in the

exhaust gases of MHD facilities.

As a result, three methods were selected for the study of seed capturing

efficiency from the flow of condensing particulates in MHD facilities: fil-

tration through dry fiberglass cloth, venturi scrubbers and electrostatic

precipitators. Systems employing the first two methods were installed at

the U-02 facility for seed removal. Each of them was calculated for the

total flow rate of gases in the MHD generator loop. They are installed in

parallel and were operated alternately. A pilot test facility designed for
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10-15% of the total gas flow was set up to investigate the capturing

efficiency of the electrostatic precipitator.

All the seed capturing systems (Figure 39) are located downstream

of the steam generator in the 0.4-0.6 bar (abs) pressure zone. The gas

temperature at the entrance to these systems varies from 340 to 600 K with

flow rates from 0.5 to 1 kg/s.

Even though 18 g K2C03 per kg of combustion products was injected

in order to produce the optimum potassium concentration, the seed concen-

tration at the entrance to the capturing systems, as a rule, was not over

5 g/m (STP). This reduction in the seed level is due to the removal of a

significant portion of the K2CO3 as melt from the radiation shaft of the

SGM and the settling of solid seed particles on the convection surfaces of

the SGM and in the heat exchanger (6). Proceeding from the need to trap

99% of the total injected seed, the residual dust level must no; exceed

0.2 g/nm . As experience showed, this task turned out to be within the

capability of all three seed capturing methods investigated.

2. Bag filters

The system of "dry" seed removal from the MHD generator loop consists

of a 4-section bag filter (7) (cf. Figure 39) with a total filtration surface

of 124 m . The cylindrical housing of each section contains 88 filter frames

65 mm in diameter and 2 mm long, supporting bags of fabric being studied.

The frame is made of metal angle profiles with a metal screen stretched over

them. Here the process of filtration takes place from the external surface

of the cloth to the central space. The filters are regenerated by back-

washing with purified purge gas.
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In order to switch the filters for operation and regeneration, the

entrance, exit and purge lines of each section are equipped with electrically

operated valves activated by remote control from the U-02 facility control

panel. Hatches for manual unloading of the potash are mounted on the outlets

from the hoppers. The walls of the equipment, including the hopper

sections and gas lines, are thermally insulated.

The degree of ionizing seed removal from the gas was calculated from

measurements of the dust levels at the filter entrance and exit. During the

tests the temperature and humidity of the gases, the underpressure in the

filter and the pressure drop across the sections were monitored. Gases at

150-180°C passed through the filters, practically without heating the hopper

sections. The absence of special heating of the hoppers on the U-02 led to

the condensation of water vapor. After the tests the hoppers were found to

contain much water, with dissolved seed that was captured by and then fell

from the filter bags. When the relatively cool combustion products eptered

the filters and also when the filters were shut off, the layer of seed which

had settled on the filter bags became humidified, and a crust was formed as

the deposit dried, causing a high initial resistance in the filter. In

order to avoid the formation of this crust, the filters had to be heated to

150-160°C by passing hot combustion products through them before supplying

seed.

Subsequent experiments showed that at a high gas temperature (T 250°C)

at the entrance to the filter the hoppers were heated quite well and a

powdery seed settled in them.

Continuous tests of the bag filters on the U-02 did not last over 100 hours,

which does not allow any conclusion to be made about the service life of the

investigated fiberglass cloth under operating conditions with seeded combustion
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products. In order to investigate the effect of an alkaline environment

on the fiberglass cloth, specimens of clean and dust-treated fabric were

tested for breaking strength and flex life (to the point of destruction)

under laboratory conditions.

It was established that the breaking strength for dust-laden TSSNF-0

fiberglass cloth was reduced by 26%. In tests for flex life samples of

fiberglass cloth clean withstood an average of 1800 cycles before destruc-

tion, while the dust-laden samples lasted only 600 cycles, i.e., 1/3 as long.

Of course the results of laboratory tests serve only to some degree as

a qualitative evaluation of the behavior of fiberglass cloth in the filtra-

tion of gases containing KpCOg and cannot replace long-term service tests

of the filters under the varied operating conditions typical of power-pro-

ducing MHD facilities.

The presently available data on the operation of fabric filters on the

U-02 MHD facility allows the following practical conclusions:

1. Fabric filters operate poorly when the temperature of the combustion

products is at the 100°C level because of the high hygroscopicity of I^CO,.

The working interval for such filters is from 200 to 280°C.

2. Of the three types of filter fabric investigated (baize, Nitron,

fiberglass cloth) the best is fiberglass type TSSNF-O, which can operate in

this temperature range and at the same time ensure a high efficiency of seed

capture (above 99.5%).

3. Fiberglass cloth filters should not be allowed to become moist,

since moisture seriously impairs their mechanical properties.
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3. System with a venturi scrubber

The venturi scrubber seed capturing system was installed at the U-02

in 1968.

Ease of service and high reliability of operation rapidly made it the

principal seed capturing system used when conducting all kinds of experiments

with the MHD channel and steam generator model. Long operating experience

showed that the equipment made from 1K18N10T stainless steel did not corrode;

at all, while the corrosion of carbon steel (supplementary tank, heat exchanger)

was insignificant, even though contact of the metal with an aqueous solution

of KpCO3 and KHCOg was practically continuous during this entire period, i.e.,

many thousands of hours.

The layout of this system for seed removal is shown in Figure 39. A

frothing unit (8) 1400 mm in diameter with throe distribution grids was used

as the first, preliminary, stage of purification. The grids 5 mm thick were

made of stainless steel and had 6 mm openings. The free cross section of the
? 2grids was 0.25 m /m . A droplet collector was installed in the upper part

of the unit to separate entrained droplets. Combustion products at 100-250°C

entered from the heat exchanger into the lower part of the frothing unit,

whose grids were irrigated with a solution of captured seed. The gas was

cooled and partially cleaned in the frothing unit.

The venturi scrubber consisted of a sprayer tube (venturi tube) (9),

in which the high velocity of the gas stream caused the particles to agglomerate

and to settle on the droplets of irrigating liquid, and a droplet collector

(TsN-15U cyclone with a gap in the exhaust pipe) (10), where the droplets

were separated from the gas stream under the effect of centrifugal forces.
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At first the sprayer tube had an entrance 180 mm in diameter. The

combustion products were irrigated through a nozzle mounted on the axis of

the tube in front of the entrance with two rows of radial injector holes.

However, it became clear during the tests that the hydraulic resistance of

the installed tube was not sufficient to ensure the necessary s.?ed capture

efficiencies. The tube was redesigned and its entrance was reduced1 to 130 mm,

and then to 110 mm, which significantly increased the gas velocity in the

entrance, and consequently the hydraulic resistance of the unit.

Later a venturi tube with an adjustable entrance of rectangular cross

section was also tested. The cross section was varied in a single plane by

shifting profiling cams. The profile of the cams corresponded to the configura-

tion of the internal surface of the venturi tube entrance and the adjacent

sections of the converqinq tube and diffuser. This desiqn allowed the cross

section to be reduced by more than half.

The cyclone droplet collector had the following basic geometric dimensions:

diameter 1000 mm, height 6000 mm. The exhaust tube gap of the cyclone was

designed to increase the efficiency of droplet collection. Normally, centri-

fugal forces throw part of the droplets onto the internal surface of the

exha-ust tube, where they rise in parallel with the stream of exhaust gas. The

exhaust tube gap ensures the removal of this liquid from the droplet collector

through a special pipe.

An aqueous solution of I^COo and KHCOg was used as the spraying liquid

for the equipment of this seed removal system. The solution concentration,

based on K2CO3, ranged from 0 to 30% during the study. The solution, from

delivery tank (11) through a mechanical purification system (12), was delivered

by centrifugal pump (13) via two pipelines to the grids of the frothing unit

and to the sprayer tube. A water-to-water heat exchanger (14) was installed
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between the pump and the frothing unit, allowing the solution temperature to

be regulated by changing the flow rate of the cooling water. Spent solution

from the frothing unit and the cyclone droplet trap flowed by gravity to the

same tank (11). Thus, the seed solution circulated in a closed system.

The character of the thermal process changed as a function of the tempera-

ture of the liquid used to spray the grids of the frothing unit. A low liquid

temperature (below the dew point of the combustion products) led to water

vapor condensation from the combustion products, and a high temperature led

to partial evaporation of the solution. The liquid level in the delivery tank

served as the indicator of the operating mode. The hydraulic resistance of

the frothing unit (including the built-in droplet collector) was 1 kN/m .

The seed capturing efficiency of this unit did not exceed 30%.

The fine purification of the gases in this system was provided by the

venturi scrubber. The experiments, in complete agreement with theory, showed

that the efficiency of seed capturing is basically determined by the hydraulic

resistance of the sprayer tube: the higher APtu» the more efficiently the

venturi scrubber operates.

Experiments were conducted in order to identify the influence of the

venturi tube design on the efficiency of capturing fine seed particles. Several

variants of the unit were tested, having different geometric ratios of the

individual elements of the venturi tube, different designs and methods of

spray injection.

During the tests the flow rate of combustion products at the exit from

the system was 0.5-1.2 kg/s, the gas temperature at the entrance varied from

100 to 230°C, the absolute pressure in the system was 0.4-0.6 bar, the dust

concentration at the entrance to the unit varied from 1-10 g/m (STP), the

gas velocity at the entrance of the venturi tube varied from 30 to 200 m/s,
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and tY.s specific spary liquid flow rate varied from 0.4-5 litres/m (K

solution up to 20% concentration).

The experimental data were processed usina this relationship:

(51)

where N = In ^ ; n is the seed capturing efficiency, dimensionless;
3

K is the energy expended in processing the gas, J/m gas;

A and K are constants which depend on the properties of the captured
particles.

The value of K is calculated from the formula

o
where AP. is the hydraulic resistance of the venturi tube, n/m ,

A P d r t is the hydraulic resistance of the droplet trap, n/m ;
p

Pp is the spray liquid pressure, N/m ;

3 3

m is the specific flow rate of spray liquid, m /m gas.

As can be seen in Figure 40, the experimental data lie, with some scatter,

on a straight line, which can be approximated by the expression

(52)

Thus, the seed capturing efficiency of the venturi scrubbers is determined

exclusively by tne energy losses and practically speaking does not depend

either on the design of the unit or on the spray liquid injection method,

while the crucial parameter is the hydraulic resistance of the venturi tube.

Rather high energy losses were required to achieve the necessary seed capturing

efficiency at the U-02 (98-99%). Thus, the required degree of gas purification,
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for which the dust concentration in the exhausted combustion products would

be 35 mg/m (STP), was ensured with a vonturi tube hydraulic resistance on

the order of 20 kN/m2.

In order to check the effect of temperature on the efficiency of the

venturi scrubber, the frothing unit spray was turned off, i.e., the removal

system operated without cooling or humidification of the combustion products.

The tests were made using one venturi tube with entrance diameter d = 100 mm

and relative length L = 0.15 d and another tube with d = 60 mm and

L = 3 d . Both were sprayed with a 3-4% K^CO, solution.

Interruption of the spraying in the frothing unit allowed the temperature

of the combustion products to rise to 300"C. The gas velocity at the tube

entre*.. <• rose from 6? to 170 m/s during these tests and the specific spray
3

water flow rate rose from 0.6 to 1.15 liters/m . The test results, processed

using the dependence N = f(K ) , shown in Figure 40, indicate that i.he effi-

ciency of the venturi scrubber, when gas enters at. temperatures to 300°C,

i.e., without preliminary treatment in the frothing unit, adhering rather

strictly to the dependence constructed for similar energy losses, but with the

preliminary gas treatment in the frothing unit. This suggests that the cumber-

some frothing unit can be eliminated from the system.

However, the tests showed that when operating without; a frothinq unit a

deposit is formed on the spray devices in the particle laden flow. Therefore,

either the spray system for tho venturi tubes must be removed from the particle

containing gas flow, or some water must be introduced into the air line to

humidify and dissolve the deposits of K-CO.,. Resolution of this purely tech-

nical problem will make it possible to eliminate the most cumbersome and metal-

intrusive component of the system, the foaming unit.
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4• Electrostatic precipitator

The efficiency of an electrical method of capturing the ionizing seed

from the exhaust gases of an MHD generator at the U-02 facility was tested

using a small experimental electrostatic precipitator (17) (cf. Figure 39),

which could receive gas either after preliminary wet treatment or directly

from the steam generator. In the first case the temperature of the gas wab

below the dew point and was 4f)-55°C, i.e., the electrostatic precipitator

was operating in the wet mode. In the second case the gas temperature could

be raised to 160°C and the electrostatic precipitator tested in the dry mode.

The sLudv of the ionizing seed capture in a dry electrostatic precipita-

tor is of much interest, since in thir case the temperature of the exhaust

gases is raised and the stack operating conditions and dispersion of the un-

captured seed are improved. Therefore, the electrostatic precipitator was

studied while operatino in both wet and dry modes at the U-02 facility.

The height of the flat precipitation electrodes of the experimental

vertical electrostatic precipitator was 0.8 m and the active cross section

was 0.24 nr. Various types of discharge electrodes could be installed in the

precipitator. The distance between the precipitation electrodes is 200 mm.

A bell-shaped pyroceramic support-conduit insulator was used for the high

voltage supply. The insulator box and the gas near the inner surface of the

insulator were electrically heated in order to prevent droplets of the conduc-

tive seed solution from condensing on the insulator surface. Power supply to

the electrostatic precipitator was from a VS-50-50 high voltage unit with

double half-wave rectification, a nominal voltage of 50 kV and an average

rectified current value of 50 mA. Two spray nozzles were mounted in the upper

part of the unit for periodic washing of the electrodes. A special impact
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rapping device was installed for shaking the electrodes clean in a dry

state.

It was established in testing the electrostatic precipitator than when

there are fine seed particles in the gas the corona discharge is significantly

dampened, which leads to a shar reduction in the discharge current. Because

of this several high-intensity discharge electrodes of the needle-shaped type

and combined type were developed and tested.

A comparative study of the various types of discharge electrodes in a

wet electrostatic precipitator with the gas pretreated in the venturi scrubber
3

with an irrigation water flow rate of 1.5 liters/m and flow resistance of
o

2.6 kN/m , showed that for practically identical velocities (0.95-1.0 m/s) and

gas temperatures (48-55°C) the average value of nas purification was 97.1%

when using the combined electrodes and 93.2% when using the commercially manu-

factured flat needle electrodes. This increase in the operating efficiency

is due to the fact that the combined discharge electrodes create a corona

discharge field and an electrostatic field of high voltage in the discharge

section of the precipitator.

The results of the investigation of the dry electrostatic precipitator

indicate that, in principle, it is possible to obtain efficient purification

at elevated temperature (90-160°C), i.e., without wet pretreatment. When

the gas velocity in the electrofilter is 0.9-1.0 m/s, the degree of purifi-

cation decreases somewhat with an increase in the gas temperature (Figure 41).

The precipitator was tested in a variety of intervals between vibration

cleansing of seed deposits. As was expected, even a thin seed layer reduces

the capturing efficiency (Figure 42), i.e., the electrodes require fairly

frequent cleaning. The seed deposited on the electrodes is easily shaken

off, but because of secondary particle entrainment the capturing efficiency

of the dry electrostatic precipitator is lower than that of the
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wet oi.e: 90-95% versus 95-98%. It should be dept in mind that this rather

high capturing efficiency was achieved with a small active electrical field

length and a brief residence time (less than one second) of the dust-containing

gas in the field. In industry and in power plants commercially produced

multi-pole electrostatic precipitators are used with gas residence times on

the order of 20 s.

The experimental electrostatic precipitator built at the U-02 facility

and tested in dry and wet modes made it possible to investigate the funda-

mental problems of capturing submicron seed particles. However, the data

needed to design industrial electrostatic precipitators for MHD power plants

can be obtained only in a large-scale pilot plant.

5. Carbonation of KQCOQ in an aqueous solution

It is well known that when gases containing C02 are passed through an

aqueous solution of soda or potash [43,44] carbonation of the carbonates

occurs with the formation of bicarbonates. The soda (or potash) method for

removing carbon dioxide from gases is based on this principle.

This same process must occur when wet methods are used to extract the

ionizing seed, though it is quite undesirable, since the seed regeneration

will then require additional heat losses to break down the KHCCL. Moreover,

KHCOg is much less soluble in water than KpCO,; therefore, when Kptt)., is

converted to KHCO,, there is the danger that a solid phase will precipitate

out of the seed solutions circulating in the wet extraction systems (venturi

scrubber or wet electrofilter). The solid phase will clog the mechanical

filters and, if the purification is not sufficient, the spray nozzles. Thus

there is a limit to the solution concentration in the extraction systems,

which must be considered both in the operation of the seed capturing systems
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and in a system for seed regeneration. Therefore, along with the study of

seed capturing efficiency in a venturi scrubber the conversion of potassium

carbonate to potassium bicarbonate in aqueous solutions of varying concentra-

tions was investigated. Samples of solution were taken for this purpose

every hour or sometimes every half hour, and a chemical analysis of the K2C03

and KHCOo levels was performed. The investigations showed that the bicarbonate

is in fact formed in the circulating solution. Since the temperature of the

circulating solution, the gas pressure in the system and the C0~ level in

the gas were practically identical in all the experiments conducted at the

U-02 facility, the change in the KHCO, content was determined on the basis of

changes in solution concentration.

The experiments covered a range of potassium concentrations (calculated

in potassium cation) C., from 1 to 13 g of potassium per 100 a water. The

solution temperature varied in the 40-50°C range. The data obtained are

presented in Figure 43. Here the value of C K is plotted along the abscissa

and the proportion of potassium as KHCO3 related to the total quantity of

potassium in the solution [ K ^ M ™ / K] is plotted along the ordinate.

As can be seen from the graph, at low concentrations practically all

the potassjum is found as KHCO,. The proportion of KHCO, decreases with an

increase of CK and is 0.45 at CK = 10 g/100 g H20. It is expected that the

proportion of KHCO, will be somewhat lower in the range of concentrations

C K = 25-40 g per 100 g H20, which corresponds to the 30-40% K2CO3 solution

planned for power-producing MHD facilities. The Sherwood-Pigford formula

[45] was used to extrapolate the data to the zone of higher solution concen-

trations: .

_ SXVf * (53)
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where N is the normality of the solution with respect to the cation
(potassium);

f is the proportion of potassium as KHC03, i.e., f = ^vucfi

S is the solubility of pure CO^ in water at atmospheric pressure,
kg-mole/m^;

p
P CQ is the equilibrium partial pressure of CCU, N/m .

However, formula (53) is, strictly speaking, valid only for temperatures

up to 40°C and the N values from 1 to 2, i.e., from 3.9 to 7.8 g potassium

per 100 g water, and its suitability for the range of concentrations pertinent

to this discussion required experimental verification.

Experiments conducted at the U-02, using a 25% solution of K,,CO3 in the

system consisting of the frothing unit and venturi scrubber gave values of

ose to those calculated by formula (53). For further confirmation

tests were conducted at atmospheric pressure under laboratory conditions.

Products of methane combustion in air or a synthetic mixture of nitrogen with

carbon dioxide (9:1 or 18:1) were bubbled through an aqueous solution of

K2CO3 at a given temperature. Bicarbonate formed in the solution, and after

a certain time ICCOq-KHCOo equilibrium was established. The data obtained

confirmed the validity of formula (53): the deviation of the points from the

theoretical curve was within the limits of experimental accuracy.

6. Composition of the recovered seed and its regeneration

In power-producing MHD facilities ionizing seed is recovered primarily

from two sections of the loop: from the radiation section of the steam generator

(or the high-temperature part of the regenerative air heater) and from the

exhausted combustion products. The recovered seed must be regenerated so that

it can be reused in the MHD cycle. The regeneration method is determined by

the composition of the recovered seed and by the amount and chemical composition

of the acquired impurities.
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Some data regarding this were obtained at the experimental U-02

facility.

In investigating the composition of the seed recovered from the radia-

tion shaft of the SGM, a large quantity (up to several percent) of insoluble

impurities was found, which rapidly precipitated out in the overflow and

receiving tanks. There was an especially large amount in the overflow tank.

These impurities consisted of ceramic materials carried from the high-

temperature air preheater, the hot-air duct, the combustion chamber and the

MHD channel. There was much less ceramic material in the receiving tanks

and its particles were much finer -- on the order of 1 mm. The insoluble

impurities in the solution circulating downstream of the receiving tank

comprised tenths of one percent and consisted of calcium, silicon, magnesium,

aluminum and iron. The chemical composition of the seed was ICCO, with some

KOH (up to 12%); the greenish color of the solution is evidently due to the

presence of potassium chromates (trace levels).

The solution circulating in the system with the venturi scrubber contains

additive as KpCO., and KHCOp. Here, the accumulation of insoluble impurities

is only one-tenth of the amount in the steam generator and their chemical

composition is the same.

The presence of KOH in the seed recovered from the steam generator and

KHCCK in the seed from the main recovery system produces a reaction between

these compounds leading to the formation of K9COo that serves as the first

step of seed regeneration:

KOH + KHC03 = K2CO3 + H20

For this reaction to occur the solutions must be allowed to mix. This was in

fact done on the U-02. However, although the quantity of seed recovered from

the radiation section of the SGM reaches <<-Q% versus the 25" recovered from
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the exhaust gases, the quantity of KOH can be insufficient to convert all

the bicarbonate into K?CO,.

One of the ways to break down the KHCO3 is heating and boiling the

solution. This method is commonly used in chemical industry for decarbona-

tion of the potash solution circulating in CCL capturing facilities [43, 44].

At the U-02 facility these methods produced some results. Seed solutions

from both recovery systems were used: this solution from the cold funnel of

the steam generator with a concentration of K9CCL near 50%, and from the

venturi scrubber system, a 30% solution. The first solution contained a small

amount of KOH, while the second contained some KHCO^ (KKuCn /
 K) = 0.5).

After mixing a 40% solution of IC,C0, was obtained, containing K-vurn / K =

0.23. It was placed into one of the evaporating tanks of the seed injection

system and concentrated to 52% (based on K-CO-). A chemical analysis of

samples showed that the amount of potassium as KHCO3 was reduced to 14%.

After the solution was cooled a solid consisting mainly (up to 72%) of KHC03

precipitated on the tank walls. The liquid phase was sufficiently pure and

only in the lower (hemispherical) part of the tank did it appear as a greyish

gruel. Samples were taken of the solution in the upper and lower parts of

the tank and also of the crystals from the tank walls and were analyzed for

various chemical elements. The results obtained are given in Table VIII.

The data of this table shows that 10-15 hours settling period of the

recovered and concentrated seed solution provides an adequate separation of

foreign chemical impurities. This significantly eases the task of removing

the impurities from the solution. Thus, the most difficult stage of seed

regeneration is the decomposition of the KHCOg to KpCO,.
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Conclusion

The experimental and theoretical investigations of the processes

connected with the injection and recovery of the ionizing seed in nas-fired

open cycle MHD facilities, as well as the experience of operating the

experimental MHD facility U-02, lead to the following conclusions:

1. Potassium carbonate is the most suitable ionizing seed for power

generating MHD facilities using sulfur-free fuel.

2. KpCOo powder is hygroscopic and flows poorly, making injection

in dry form difficult. It was shown experimentally that it is possible to

prepare and inject a high-concentration (to 75%) aqueous solution of K^CO^

into the combustion chamber of the MHD facility.

3. A procedure is proposed for calculating the rate of seed vaporiza-

tion in a flow of hot gases. Calculations showed satisfactory agreement

with the experimental data.

4. A significant increase in the rate of seed ionization was demon-

strated experimentally when the seed was injected in the form of superheated

K2C03 solution.

5. Seed behavior in the various temperature zones of the MHD facility

gas train was investigated experimentally.

6. The mass transfer processes during the condensation of KOH vapor

and deposition of submicron K2C03 particles under the effects of thermo-

phoresis were experimentally investigated.

7. A method for seed extraction in molten form from the radiation

section of the steam generator was proposed and tested. It was shown that

up to 40» of the seed can be removed by this method.

8. Three seed capturing systems were tested: dry bag filters, venturi

scrubber and electrostatic precipitators. All three systems can provide the

required degree of capturing. However, the inadequate reliability of the
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bag filters precludes their being recommended for fiHD power plants. The

two other systems are quite promising.

9. The conversion of KpCO, to KHCO, in the aqueous solution circulating

in the systems for wet seed extraction (venturi scrubber, wet electrofilter)

was investigated.

10. Data were obtained on the chemical composition of the extracted

seed and the amount of foreign impurities. Proposals regarding the techno-

logy of seed regeneration are given.
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Figure 38. Particulate distribution and capturing devices [42].
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K2C03 solution

4a)»

Figure 39. Systems for seed trapping in MHD U-02 facility

1 - air blower; 2 - high temperature air preheater;
3 - combustion chamber; 4 - MHD channel; 5 - SGM heat
exchanger; 6 - heat exchanger; 7 - filters; 8 - frothing
unit*; 9 - venturi tube sprayer; 10 - cyclone; 11 - delivery
tank with K2CO3 solution; 12 - grid filter; 13 - circu-
lation pump; 14 - heat exchanger; 15 - gas cooler;
16 - vacuum pumps; 17 - pilot electrostatic precipitator;
18 - overflow tank.

*) Bubble tray. Tr.
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Figure 40. The dependence of seed capturing efficiency in the venturi
scrubber system on energy losses:

• - with bubble tray unit; x - without bubble tray unit

• • •

• • •

•

SO iQO

Figure 41. The dependence of seed capturing efficiency of an electrostatic
precipitator flat needle electrodes on the combustion products
temperature.

= 5-10 min, = 0.86-1.04 m/s
= 40-50 kV
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*0 & 30 40 SO

Figure 42. The dependence of seed capturing efficiency of an electrostatic
precipitator on the duration of operation between removal of
deposits. Cross-shaped combined electrodes,

= 65-90°C, = 1.02-1.23 m/s

Figure 43. The dependence of the degree of K2CO3 to KHCO3 conversion on
the solution concentration Ĉ  (CK in p potassium per 100 g water):

1 - experimental data; 2 - calculated using (53); 3 - solubi l i ty
of K2C03-KHC03 mixture at t = 50°C.



Table VIII. Quantity of impurities in seed solution extracted from U-02 loop, after concentration to
52% (of K2CO3)

Sample
number

Description of sample

Al

Quantity

Fe

of

Si

impurity,

Ca

in %

Mg

to K

Mn

1 Solution from upper part of evaporative 0.002 0.002 0.02 0.06 - - 0.08
tank

2 Residue from this solution 0.006 0.002 0.02 0.06 0.06 - 0.15

3 Average sample of solution taken for
secondary use after standing:

clear solution 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.06 - - 0.07

residue 0.06 0.2 0.06 2.0 0.06 0.02 2.40

4 Sample from bottom part of tank:

settled solution 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.06 - - 0.07

residue 1.0 0.2 0.1 2.0 0.06 0.02 3.38

Notes: 1. This figure 0.002% lies close to the limit of instrument accuracy, and therefore
it should be viewed as approximate, giving an idea of the quantity of the given
impurity.

2. The levels of Cr, Ni and Cu were less than 0.001% with respect to potassium.
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